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Corrigetida
p,3 Last line; insert *a* to read: "Although a high conversion
p* 5 st seq. Re-write as detailed on attached sheets
p. 9 2nd para: replace by;
"The problem of one-dimensional energy addition was also treated in a slightly,
different form by Ronweiler*\ and the same broad conclusions were reached."
Sec. 2,3 Under fig: "Let the temperature at the emitter be To, .. "
p.18 4th line: After eqn. 2,2 Insert "B* is the emitter field,"
p.18 4th line: ^k^should read .
p.20 End of■ 2nd para last sentence should read: " total surface area
(including the pnd surfaces) of an axial field heater
p.23 4th line from bottom: insert "the" to read "As the applied voltage ....."

Last line: "Photos" should read "Photons"
p .24 9th line from bottom: "With further
p.33 4th line: "vitrogen" should read "nitrogen"

2nd para, 2nd word: "text" should read "next"
p .34 4th line: "genXhnlly" should read "generally"
p .35 4th line from bottom: "prints" should read "points"
p.38 2nd para. 3rd line: insert "inversely" to read " .... inversely proportional’',,,,
p.39^ Last para: Replace 1st S lines by attached text,
p,44 4th para 1st line should read: "Ivîethods of controlling heat losses have been
suggested, but many more fundamental experiments on the properties of the corona
discharge at high temperature and pressure would be needed before a reliable
breakdovm condition could be given."

4th line: erase."corona" to read " ,... on the discharge
p .40 Addenda: section 6.1.6 as on attached sheet,
p,6l 2nd para, last sentence "suffices" should read "suffixes"



Continuation of Corrigenda

p.49 2nd line: Replace "1.3” by "1.5”> "1.4" by "1.6"
4th line: Replace "1.3" by "1.5"
6th line: Replace "1.4" by "1.6"
2nd last line of text: Replace "1.17" by "1,18"
Last equation: Replace "1.17" by "1,18"

p .50 1st line
2nd line 
3rd line 
4th line 
7th line 
8th line 
8th line 
9th line

Replace "1.15, 1.16, 1.18, 1,19" by "1,16, 1,17, 1.19, 1.20" 
Replace "1.17" by "1,13"
Replace "1.20" by "1,21"
Replace "1.12" by "1,10"
Replace "1.9" by "1.12", "I.I4" by "I.I5"
Replace "dV/S" by "-dV/E"
Replace "1,11" by "1,3"
Replace "1.8" by "1,12", "1,14" by "I.I5"

2nd last line of text; Replace "1.13" by "1,14" 
p .52 4th line: Replace "1.10, 1,2" by "1.13, 1.3"

3rd last line of text: Replace "1,10" by "1,13"
p.54 '3rd and 4th lines: Erase "(c.f. equation I.7)"
p.74 1st equation: Rewrite as ^  Q o

6th line: .Erase "and e is the electron charge"
2nd and 3rd equations: Erase "e" in both.



Corrigenda to Notation
Add; h = specific enthalpy \ .L ;
Add; H = total enthalpy
Add; j s= current density vector relative to neutral gas

g = charge density
nErase r = Defined by equation 1,24 (Section re-written).

p.39 section 6.1.4: 2nd para should read as follows;
. "Neither of these two uniformity requirements is likely to be closely met in 
practice, firstly because the energy distribution from the discharge is not 
uniform, being much greater near the wire, and secondly because of axial velocity 
gradients, both in the tube boundary layer and as a consequence of convective 
currents set up by the density gradients. These effects will be offset, hoever, 
by Mxing caused firstly by turbulence in the tube (the Reynolds Number for the 
present experiments was about 2000; for the design operating condition it would 
be 30,000-40,000), and secondly by forced convection by virtue ...."
P.4O: Addendum
6.1.6 Interaction of electric and velocity fields
It was'assumed (section 2,4,l) that no interaction occurred between the electric 
and velocity fields, hhile the discharge could have a substantial effect on the 
gas velocity distribution (see section 6.1.4), the reverse effect should be small, 
since the ion velocities (of the order of 200 m/sec) are much higher than the gas. 
velocity (l m/sec) and its perturbations. 
p,.45î addendum: at bottom (Erase present last sentence)
The joint paper (ref I), which is submittéd in support of the thesis, was written 
by the candidate, with modifications suggested by Professor Nonweiler and Dr Poord. 
Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.4 of the theory were the combined work of the candidate and 
Professor Nonweiler; the remainder was entirely the work of the candidate. The 
experiments were conducted and the results analysed by the candidate.



2. THEORY
2.1 Introduction
In the following sections the energy addition to a moving gas by gaseous ions 
moving in an electric field is examined. It is assumed throughout that there 
are no energy losses, and the effects of viscosity, and thermal and electrical 
conductivity are ignored; in particular the perfect gas law is assumed to apply. 
Direct voltage is assumed in sections 2.2 to 2.45, and 2.5, and the effects of 
alternating voltage are dealt with in sections 2,4*6 and 2.4*7* Steady state
conditions only are treated; other assumptions are introduced where applicable,
2.2 General qua,si-one dimensional theory
Consider a gas stream which is contained within an insulating duct of variable . 
cross-sectional area A, A fraction ex. of the gas molecules is assumed to liave a 
net electric„,charge, and a system of electrodes is arranged to give field lines 
which are everywhere coincident with streamlines. The basic equations 
describing the flow are, with the usual notation,
State p = ̂ RT.
cSSrêSêÿation of mas; = Â = constant.

where is the specific enthalpy, 1 is the axial length, j is the current density 
vector with respect to the neutral gas,, and E is the electric field vector.

Momentum
where ̂  is the charge density and E is the axial component of the field vector. 
Poisson* s Equation

V . E =  ^
G

where ^ is the gas permittivity.



Mobility Equation ^  r» k E

where V  is the drift velocity of ions with respect to the neutral gas, and k is 

the ion mobility.
Conservation of charge

V* \ o
Field strength

i

E  -  V \ /  .

where V is the voltage.
The mass flux density ^^is given by

where and the v'jS are mean velocities, subscripts i and n. referring
to ion and neutral gas respectively. Thus oc ̂ the ion mass fraction, is given by

o< -  Çi / d  ,

A parameter j is novr introduced, defined by the ion mass flowrate divided by total 
mass flow rate. Thus

where V = ^  = ion drift velocity with respect to^neutral gas. The equations
are novf put into dimensionless forms for convenience of analysis, and restriction 
is made to streamv/ise derivatives.
By taking logaritlruic differentials, the equations of state and conservation of 
'mass become, respectively ;

-  d f  -  d X  —  o   ̂ 1.1
{> 7  T

ésL. +  + d A  ■= o
^ e A



Since E = —  fc(ô. , 1.3
and, for a perfect gas,
dh = Gp dT J 1*4
the energy equs,tion may be written

d A i f ) +  d r  —  j S » - d y  )cyr T  q,T 1.5

1.9

where is the charge to mass ratio of an ion.
The momentum equation becomes

+- y M  A_€̂  —  oc p Q o  ) 1.6
r  %

v.hcre M  = %l(^Cfr(V-\)Ÿ >

and 0( ̂  Qg, . 1.8

An entropy equation may be given as
- ds ^  ol"r" ^ — i ol [q

QJfV T  y ()
Poisson* s equation becomes, by considering a tube of force

clE +dA =  —  . . 1.10
EA E- A é E*The mobility equation is

V = kS . 1.11. ê ILrt '
It is frequently assumed (see section 6.1.2) that mobility is :^mehsely 
proportional to gas density, so equation 1.11 maybe written :

V =  k „ E .  po 1.12
where is a constant mobility referred to a standard density
For conservation of charge
jpqAQ,̂  « 1 =j>A(v + q) « constant 1.13
where x is the total current.
For convenience of expression put

dV/ = —.jQg dV = specific power increment 1,14
c p f



and LL j___ | -_ _ 1.15
The above equation  ..... (continue existing text}.

• Replace p.8 para 2 to last para with following text.
tkt.The two possibilities to be investigated for^^achieveinent of a substantial 

stagnation enthalpy gain involve operation at either high or low Mach Nrunber.
To give some impression of the limiting factors involved with high Mach Number 
operation, equation 1.21 is integrated for the simplified case in which the 
initial Mach JTumber is 5, the upstream (reservoir) stagnation pressure is 
100 atmospheres (giving an initial density of about 1 atmosphere) and in which 
the product if p is constant throughout the heating section.
Then since the value of the parameter is about 500 for air ions in air,
the following equation is obtained:

u 7 )  ^
H,

where H is total enthalpy and suffix 1 denotes conditions at the beginning of the 
heating section.
Now the simplest breakdov/n condition that can be applied is that E/p has an upper* 
limit; for air ions in air this means that the drift velocity v has a maximum 

y "value of about 200 m/sec. Thus with the working velocity of about 700 nfsec 
it is seen that u has an upper limit of 0.3, and the possible total enthalpy rise 
is very small; similar conclusions would be reached whatever simplifying assumptions 

were made.



, Thus it is clear that any significant gain in enthalpy must he achieved with a 
large value of u, and a consequently very small Mach Number.

..y With the above restriction on Mach Number........ (continue with existing text).
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NOTATION

A = Cross sectional area or constant
B = Dimensionless variable defined by equations

2,2, 5.15, 5*18
Cp « Specific heat at constant pressure
D - Exp(B^)
E « Electric field strength
i « current
I - IntegX’al defined by equation 2.7
j = ion mass flow rate/gas mass flow rate
Ic H Ion mobility
6 = axial coordinate
It « Total length of heater
m = mass flow rate of gas through heater
M = Mach Number
n - operating pressure in atmospheres
p « gas pressure
p^ « R,/r^ - cylinder ratio
P » Power
q « velocity of gas

= Charge to mass ratio of ion
r « radial coordinate
r = radius of central electrodeo
R « Radius of heater
s = specific entropy
t - T/Tq or time

T “ Cas temperature



u = dimensionless parameter defined by equation I.I5
V “ mean velocity of ions relative to gas
V = Voltage
dW Specific power Increment defined by equation 1,15
X « axial coordinate (section 4)
X “ Dimensionless variable defined by equation 5*6

a » Ion mass fraction or 1st ionisation coefficient (section 4)
P » 2nd ionisation coefficient (section 4)
V “ Ratio specific heats or 2nd ionisation coefficient (section 4)
P  = Defined by equation 1.24
G *= Gas permittivity
Tj “ Coefficient of performance (defined by equation 5*H)
0 « Photon fraction defined fully in section 4
X = Mean free path of gas
(i = Photon absorption coefficient of gas
p » Gas density
T « Time constant (section 4)
(j) « Constant of integration (equation 5*5)
yj/ « Parameter defined preceding equation 5*5
CO « Frequency of alternating voltage

Various suffices and primes are introduced and defined where appropriate.



1, Introduction
The heating of the working gas of a hypersonic intermittent wind 

tunnel is normally achieved by the process of convection from a hot medium 
to the gas# In some cases the medium is solid (for example in a pebble
bed heater); in others it is gaseous, as is effectively the case with 
an arc heater. All such methods suffer from the same inlaerent limitations 
of convection processes, but each has its own particular problems. A 
pebble bed heater, for example, is limited in run time by its finite 
thermal capacity, while arc heaters suffer from poor energy conversion 
efficiency, and are liable to problems with electrode erosion and arc 
control.

It is the object of this thesis to describe an investigation 
into the possibility of heating gases by means of a "dark" electric 
discharge, whereby the heatingj^carried out by gaseous ions liberated at 
one electrode and accelerated through the gas in an electric field to be 
neutrallised at a second electrode. Energy is thus transferred from the 
ions to the gas by collision; if the electrodes are suitably arranged 
there is also a net body force which could be used to pressurise the gas.
Since heating takes place in the body of the gas a high conversion 
efficiency is to be expected. A stable current-volt age characteristic 
is expected, and electrode erosion should be negligible.

Two basic electrode geometries are considered: an •axial field*
system, in which electric and aerodynamic flux lines ideally coincide, and 
body forces are taken into account; and a "radial field" arrangement, in 
which electric field lines are normal to the streamlines, body forces 
being ignored. The only ion source investigated is the corona discharge, 
whereby a state of partial electrical breakdown exists near the surface of 
a sharply curved electrode in a highly divergent field. This source was 
used primarily because it was the simplest, needing no ancillary equipment. 
Other possible sources are a spark, photoelectric emission and thermonic 
emission, the latter two of course yieldir^ only negative charge carriers.

In ref.(l) a simple comparison was made between the two above 
geometries, and a simplified theory was given for the performance of a 
practical radial field heater. A fuller assessment is now made in chapter 2. 
In sections 2 and 3 of chapter 2 a general one-dimensional analysis is made.



from which it is concluded that low Mach-number operation is the mostbjicsuitable for an axial field heater; / analysis is then extended on this 
assumption. Section 4 deals with the radial field heater; an equation 
for the temperature gradient is derived, and the numerical method of general 
solution is outlined. Following this an allowance is made for an 
alternating voltage supply; again some approximate solutions are derived 
and the equations are set up for numerical solutions. Finally, a 
comparison is made between the two heater configurations, illustrated by 
means of a numerical example, from which it is concluded that the radial 
field heater has significant advantages.

The experimental work was divided into two distinct stages, the
first of which was conducted at atmospheric pressure and had the objects
of

1. Verification of the theoretical current/voltage characteristics 
of axial and radial field heaters.

2. Determination of the efficiency of energy transfer.

The results of this series of tests were presented and discussed in Ref.(l). 
In summary, the theoretical assumptions w^ e  found to be largely justified, 
and conversion efficiency was high, although experimental errors prevented 
the determination of an accurate figure. On the basis of this work, and 
by making additional assumptions concerning the variation of breakdovm 
field strength and ion mobility with gas density, an estimation was made 
of the performance of a small radial field heater to provide a gas flow of 
-about 10 gTi/sec at 500^0, working at a pressure of 15 atmospheres. The 
second stage of the work, described here, had the primary object of 
developing such a heater.

Other work related to the present investigation falls broadly 
into three groups:
1. A great deal of basic research on corona discharges has been carried

2out, principally by Loeb and his co-workers, who have explained 
qualitatively most of the observed phenomena at pressures up to one 
atmosphere. Much of the earlier work was performed vàth point-to-plane 
geometries, but because field calculations are easier with cylindrical 
symmetry$ wire-to-cylinder configurations were used for subsequent work^.



This work was, however, chiefly concerned with identifying the various 
electronic mechanisms active in the discharge, and little attention was 
given to the factors affecting spark breakdown. In 1956 Uhlig^ showed 
that the corona structure had an important effect on breakdown; his 
description of the form of corona required for high breaicdovai strength 
corresponds to the "steady burst pulse" state described by Loeb,- 
Hermstein suggested a method of producing this form artificially in 
conditions which would otherwise preclude it, thereby indicating a possible 
means of controlling breakdown#

2# Study of the interaction between electric and aerodynamic fields has 
led to tvfo developments: the electrostatic pump and the eleotrogasdynamic
generator# Robinson^ performed experiments on an electrostatic blower 
in air at a range of pressures up to 8 atmospheres, with a point emitter 
and wire mesh spherical segment as collector# A series arrangement of 5 
stages was also tested# A semi-empirical theory was given to describe 
the performance, and it was shown that gas blowers or pumps are limited 
to a very low electro-kinetic energy conversion efficiency. This 
efficiency is strongly dependent on the parameter k®p/e, which for air 
ions in air is about 588, and limits the efficiency to about 1^. For 
insulating liquids, however, it is up to two orders of magnitude smaller, 
which enables efficiencies of up to 50}̂  to be obtained . Stuetzer in a 
more general analysis derives an upper limit of 67^ based on a simple 
model; the potential usefulness of the energy wasted as heat was not, 
however, considered by either.

Eleotrogasdynamic power generation has been studied fairly
extensively in recent years^, and-several approximate theories have beengdeveloped. Gourdine and others give a thorough one-dimensional 
thermodynamic analysis showing the optimum relationship between energy 
exchanged by Joule .heating and momentum change, using choking as a 
limiting criterion. Their analysis is incomplete, however, in that it 
takes no account of space charge or gas breakdown, each of which also 
imposes limitations on performance. Moreover experimental attention 
appears to have been concentrated on the use of colloidal charge carriers, 
the mobility of which is assumed negligible. Although high conversion



efficiency can be obtained by this means, it is evident by analogy with 
one-dimensional energy addition (section 2.2) that the possible power 
output is small.

5# Perhaps the most relevant area of related work is that of the
electrostatic precipitator, since the primary object is to maximise the
current for a given throughput of gas. Workers at the American Bureau
of Mine8^^ performed a number of experiments on models of concentric
cylindrical precipitators with dust-free air at high temperature and
pressure in order to obtain background information for development purposes.
Air was supplied preheated to the precipitators and current/voltage

omeasurements were made with various air temperatures up to 800 G and 
pressures up to 5 atmospheres. Unfortunately, no measurements of the 
change in temperature were made, and as a consequence of the limited 
voltage available, breakdown data could not be obtained with positive 
corona. However, it was shown that stable operation of positive corona 
could be achieved in these conditions; negative corona became unstable at 
the higher temperatures. Measurements of ion mobility were made and are 
discussed in chapter 6.1.2.



2. Theory

2.1 Introduction
In the following sections the energy addition to a moving gas by 

gaseous ions moving in an electric field is examined. It is assumed 
throughout that there are no energy losses, and the effects of viscosity, 
and thermal and electrical conductivity are ignored; the perfect gas law 
is assumed to apply. Direct voltage is assumed until sections 2.2 to 
2.4*5 and 2*5» and the effects of alternating voltage are specifically 
dealt with (section 2.4*6); other assumptions are introduced where 
applicable.

2.2 General quasi-one dimensional theory
Consider a gas stream which is conttiined vàthin an insulating 

duct of variable cross-sectional area A. A fraction a of the gas 
molecules is assumed to have a net electric charge, and a system of 
electrodes is arranged to give field lines which are everyv/here coincident 
with streamlines. The equations describing the flow in steady state are, 
vd.th the usual notation:

State c(k — ^  O 1.1
T  7  T

Conservation of mass ctcjf̂ 4- dji 4. ciA ^  O  1.2
%  ? A

where q is the velocity of the gas.

Energy +  d  j =  —  j ̂ e>d\/ 1.5
C(.T T  q T

where j - ion mass flow rate/gas mass flow rate,
~ charge to mass ratio of ion.

Thus J Qo = specific current
(Note that d V  will take a negative sign when is positive).



Momen-bum 4- M  dû r=. <x p Qp<?[V 1.4
^

where <X = ion mass fraction. ,

M  = <î/(C(.T(îf-l)) 1.5
= local Mach number of gas

Entropy ds ^  c(T [ ol b 1*6
Cĵ r T  ^

Poisson*s equation

r= PC. p Qo A  2.7
dl ^

where E. « electric field strength
6  - permittivity of gas
0  ̂ axial distance along duct.

The electrical quantities are also liked by the following relationships;

Mobility equation y  k E  1*8

whsre V“ = mean velocity of ions relative to bulk gas velocity
and k « ion mobility.

It is normally assumed (see section 6.1.2) that mobility is inversely 
proportional to gas density, so equation (I.8) may be vfritten

V  = kpE ^  1,9
e

where is a constant mobility "normalised" to a standard density

Conservation of charge

j e i

where i - current,
and ^  A  = rH - mans flow rate 1.10a



It follows directly from the definitions of J ̂  oC and \J~ that j and oc 
can be linlced by the equation

oC (v + ^ .

Finally, t  J

By the use of equation (l.ls), & may be eliminated and Poisson*
equation may be put into a dimensionless form:

ct(SA) _  ct£ + ctA —. „  
EA E A é E

For convenience of expression put

1.11

1.12

1*13

clW m   Î - specific power incremènt, 1.14
C()T

and (f =. ^  I • 1*15
ct oCThe above equations form a set of simultaneous equations which can now be

solved for the reduced derivatives d}p/)p etc. The area change ot A  ̂  A
and energy addition term d W  are chosen as control variables, after the

11method of Shapiro and Hawthorne , and the Mach number M, and u, are used 
as parameters. Solutions for dT/T and du/u are given in Appendix I, and 
the results are summarised below.

d V - D i
\-M

_ 1 4- -i-
u+lV'

=
e

_dw._L_n _ x  . J-1 + dA.jf.
l-M’-L n+'J A

=. d W . x  r  1 -  y M X l  + 46 ( i z i l î fl-NfL u + U  A I —4lT

M
ds
C|=T

du.
u

dW. u 
LL+ I

y

/

1.16

1*17

1.18

1.20

1.21



These equations are now in a form suitable for numerical 
integration, once "starting" values of M, u and ^ have been specified, 
and increments of power addition (dw)'and area change (ha/a) decided. In 
order to establish these starting values it is necessary to consider the 
requirements of the heater, which are that a large enthalpy rise of the 
gas must be achieved in the minim.um volume of duct, without a significant 
pressure drop, without such an area change that the one-dimensional 
treatment is invalidated, and within the restrictions imposed by the 
condition of electrical brealcdown of the gas.

The relationship between the parameters M and u, which control 
the pressure change, is dictated by equation 1,21, the modified fom of 
Poisson*s equation. Now from equations 1.9, 1.10a and 1.15, it is 
easily shown that (see Appendix l)

d u — o(E 4- ci A 1,22
u, EL A

80 that equation 1.21 relates the change in field strength to the energy 
addition. The simplest spark breakdown condition that can be applied to 
the gas is that the quantity e/^ has an upper limit; this requires that 

p small (say of order dW at maximum). Expanded with the 
aid of equation 1.21, this becomes, after re-arrangement

where P  ~  P© ' P© . * . ' 1.24
6 e M h y - O

For a given duct, the value of the term  ̂J ( I ““ ‘
is at maximum of order unity, so the multiplying factor of d¥ in 
equation 1.25 depends entirely on the value of P, Since the value of the 
parameter k © ^ i s  about 500 for air ions in air, inspection of 1.24 
reveals that the product U? p must be very much greater than unity,
or, for practical values of working pressure, | . But
equation 1,16 shows that to avoid considerable pressure loss, ^
so that u 1.

With the above restriction on Mach Number it is clear from 
equations 1.16 to 1.18 that the effect of area change on the properties of
state is small; thus there appears to be little loss in generality in



confining consideration to constant area flow with its associated simplicity 
of analysis. This case is treated more fully in the following section.

The above is necessarily an incomplete discussion on one-
dimensional energy addition; the subject was also treated in a slightly

12different form by Nonweiler , and the same broad conclusions were reached.

2.5 Axial field heating at low Mach Number
Consider now the flow in a constant area duct with M 1, 

and U  1# Thus d]f> d W  > and —  clpŷ p ri d W

Em itter P CotfeUot-t- = o

Ftow
-4-

â.1
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<— heating

Let the temperature at the emitter T^, be the same as ambient, and the 
pressure-constant throughout —  be n atmospheres.

With the above simplifications equations 1.18 and 1.21 may be 
combined to gi.ve

arr E ^ d E . e A k o 2.1
n m  C

which could be more easily obtained by working from simplified forms of 
the basic equations 1.5, 1*7, 1*9, 1*10 and 1.12.

For optimum operation the maximum field strength 2 c the 
collector must correspond to the breakdown strength. Then integration 
of 2.1 yields (see Appendix II):

(#(%)- 2.2

where B e A K  £ a n ,
3  i© h-

2*5
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and ^ is the hrealcdown field strength at atmospheric conditions,
for an axial or one-dimensional field. Equation 2,2 thus provides a 
relationship between mass flow rate, cross-sectional area and operating 
pressure, for operation near gas brealcdow.

The length ' L of the heating section is obtained by consideration 
of equations 1,12 and 1.18 together with 1,10 and 1,14:

L = _V_ . _L_,
i- T o /Tj,

t rt T  T  ] 2.4

where V = applied voltage,
D ° exp (b^),

and = 6 A ko E*
3 tnCj» Ti, R

The derivation of equation 2,4 is given in Appendix II,

2,4 Theory of the radial field heater
2,4#1 Introduction

A radial field is produced by the maintenance of a potential 
difference between concentric cylinders? the inner cylinder can conveniently 
be a wire, and if the potential difference is great enough the stress at 
the surface of the wire is sufficient for corona formation, where upon a 
radial current flows, A radial field heater thus consists of such an 
arrangement with an axial flow of gas which becomes heated by the discharge. 
It is evident that the gas velocity field lines are not coincident with 
electric field lines; there is assumed to be no interaction between the 
two fields. In general, the outer cylinder radius is allowed to vary 
along its axis, with the limitation that the axial component of the field 
strength and its derivatives are small.

The basic assumptions made in the theory additional to those 
mentioned in section 2,1 are that
a) The electrodes are ideally smooth and concentric
b) Ionisation in the gas is confined to a small region immediately

surrounding the wire. The thickness of this region is ignored,
c) Ion mobility is dependent only on gas properties.



d) Gas pressure is constant throughout the heater,
e) Gas temperature is independent of radius,
f) The perfect gas law is applicable.

The current-voltage relationship of this geometry is first 
discussed and then used to predict the heater performance.

2,4.2 Current-^ ip (direct voltage)
A number of investigators have studied the relationship betv/een 

current and applied voltage for an arrangement of concentric cylinders, 
using various assumptions concerning the boundary condition at the inner 
cylinder (hereafter referred to as the wire), The general form of the 
relationship is always an implicit expression for the current in terms of 
the voltage, however, and most investigators make small-current 
approximations in order to obtain a simplified explicit relationship.

13The method developed here appears to have been first derived by Townsend , 
Consider a cross-section of cylindrioal duct, as shovm below, of

internal radius R and with a concentric wire of radius r. A potential
difference V is maintained between these electrodes? the problem is to sfind the current t in terms of V , R and r for given conditions of 
the intervening gas, and to express it in a form suitable for the heater 
theory.



Tovmsend*s solution, which is derived in Appendix III, is of the form:

=  1:i . x v f -  (1 *x')\ L k  +  u <  ,
1 1 +(l *x K ’)*/

3*1

where X  = ^  . rctimension£es5
E f " ^  V// L J

5.2

\j/ = di fdt  ̂
2*n-e k

5.5

k  “ 1 '>
5.4

2 is the starting field strength at the wire, and k is the local
mobilityi

The relationship may also be written
r2.

-  2 f r 6  k l7  (  V i \  ) 5 ,5
At R|—

The value of depends only upon X and p^j it is zero when
the current is zero and approaches its maximum value of unity as either 
or X tends to infinity. The latter occurs as ^  Ej? , so that 
there is a theoretical upper limit to the current (and hence voltage).
The parameter 7̂  may thus be regarded as a convenient coefficient of 
performance. In practice spark brealcdovm usually occurs before the upper 
limit is reached. The physical significance of the limit follows from 
equation III,viii (Appendix III)? as X oo the field strength 
becomes uniform and equal to the starting field strength, at which it has 
been assumed that local "breaJkdo^m" occurs.

If the current is very small the current-voltage relationship 
is linear (see Appendix III), while at higher currents equation 5*5 shows 
that it tends to a quadratic function as approaches unity.

It is convenient, especially for section 2,4*6, to know how 
varies with applied voltage, and in order to non-dimensionalise the 
relationship, a "starting voltage", V^, is defined as that at which corona 
is just formed, From equations 3*1 and 3*2, as ^ O  , the well-knovm 
result is obtained;



Com'bination of equation 3*7 with 3*5 and 3*3* then gives

5.7

5.8
V o  ( 1

By the use of X as a parameter, 7̂ may he calculated from 3*6 and 
substituted into 3*8 to obtain V /V . Fig, (l) shows 77 plottedS O L
against V /V for various values of p • s' o -̂r

2,4*5 The heating equations
Consider the elements volume of cylindrical duct shown below.

Let the cylinder radius be R *= R (&), Then the increment of power input
to the volume is , from equation 3*5>

\4 c l i  = . 2TTfek'i^V, ot£

li?om assumptions (d) and (e), and equations 1,10, 1,14 and 1,18, the 
energy equation is

d T  =  V ,  d t
"T ivi. CjaT

Equations 3*9 eiid 3*10 may now be combined to give

o tT  — 2.TT6 k  'T} di
T" inaCjj (R,—  T"

3*9

3*10

3*11



This equation gives the temperature gradient along the duct in terms of 
the applied voltage and mass flow rate, and is used as the basis for all 
the subsequent heating analysis# It cannot easily be integrated directly, 
since 77 is an implicit function of V , and of k, which is temperature 
dependent# Two simplified solutions may be obtained, however, by the 
assumptions that « unity and that ion mobility and breakdown field
strength are directly proportional to density (see sections 6#1#2 and 6#3); 
these solutions are given in ref#(l) for a typical heater specification, and 
represent the ideal maxima obtainable with constant-radius and variable- 
radius heaters# Thé curves are shown on fig*(2), and the shape of the 
optimum heater is shown on fig#($)#

The methods of the complete solutions are now given; the Algol 
procedures used for the numerical comjputations are given in Appendix V#

2*4*4 General solution; constant radius case
Consider now the real situation in which p^ and X are finite, 

so that 7̂  is less than unity# In order to set up equation 3*11 for 
numerical integration the following steps are involved ;
1. The mobility k is expressed as

k  =• kg. k ( n , T ê / T „ )  ) 5.12

where k© is the mobility at standard (atmospheric) conditions, and
is a dimensionless function of operating pressure, represented 

by n, and local temperature (T^/t^)#

2# Since the applied voltage is constant, the radius R is determined by
the brealcdovm condition at the downstream end# It is assumed (see section
6 #3) that the ratio V /R at breakdown is dependent only on gase 1pressure and temperature; this relationship is written as

(^'j = E^(„,Te/T.)

where ^6,-I- corresponds to (v^/R at atmospheric conditions
(see Ref#l), and is a dimensionless function of pressure and
temperature# A similar expression is also used for the starting field 
(see Appendix Vl)#



Thus If the required exit temperature is given by T̂ /̂t ,̂
equation 3•13 gives

R. =  'V
E^,.. E ^ ( n , T y r . )

3.14

3# The value of 0̂  is found at each step of the integration by the 
formation of the variable X of equation 3.6; this is an iterative 
process and is described in Appendix IV*

By the incorporation of the above steps, the heating equation 
3#11 may be i-zritten in finite difference form as

AJ =. B,. E„(-,,T,/r,),k(«,Tl/T;W . ̂ M  , 5.15
■r.  ̂ , (i-'/kl R.

where B 2  xr 6 kpVz Ej f , (Compare with B ^ of section 2#3)
The constants $ E  ̂ and C[> are assumed

to be loiovm from experiment or requirement, and the functions and k
by experiment. A suitable interval A2-/R, is chosen. The equation
is then integrated step by step, the temperature calculated at each stage 
being used in the functions k and • The process is repeated until
the desired exit temperature T̂  ̂ is reached (at which point breakdown is 
assumed to occur). The length of heater is obtained during the course 
of integration by counting the increments Z\ ̂ /R j .

Fig. 2 shows the temperature distribution thus calculated, for 
a range of values of the parameter -f ^ : see Appendix I'\̂ , to
the following heater specification:

^ » 10 kv/cm; = 100 kVj A = 10 gm/sec; n « 15 atmospheres;
T^ = 293^K; P^ 100; “ 3.0 (not attained within scale of graph)

It is seen that the curves all have a form similar to that of the 
corresponding simplified solution (ref.1), which is exponential. For 
convenience it was assumed that corona field and breakdovm field were each 
proportional to density, and that mobility was inversely proportional to 
density.



2•4•5 General solution; variable radius case
The intention here, as in the smpiified case considered in

ref. (l), is to maintain a near-brealcdown condition over the whole length
of tube, and similar assumptions are used. Assume that the wire radius
r is fixed, so that p is variable, and that (V /r , E * and k o r s' 1 Br' r
are dependent on gas pressure and temperature, as before#

Thus ^ Vz I =  E, • E  ̂  ( n , I . 3*16

Now define the heater inlet radius as R , so thats

r ;  =  Vs “ --- ------— r- \ • 5 *17

Substitution of these relationships into equation 3*11 as before gives

A t  =  &^.E^(kv,Te/u).k(n,n/T„). M
X  (I-'/k T  Rs

The calculation of 7̂  follows the form given above for the constant 
radius case, modified by the fact that p^ is variable; this is given by

k _ Rif =- V t.  (from equation 3.16)

i.e. =. l) ^ 5.19

where is the cylinder ratio at entry to the heater#
Equation 3.18 may now be integrated as before, by starting from 

the known gas conditions at inlet#
The sha.pe of the heater is given by

= X  • k

“ fs. • k  3.20
W s



Fig,(2) shows the temperatures distributions obtained for a 
performance the same as that of the constant radius heater, with a 
starting cylinder ratio of $0, The curves approach closely to the ideal 
of ref,(1)# The corresponding shapes of the heaters are shovm in fig,(5)*

i

2• 4• 6 Modification for alternating voltage supply
Suppose the supply voltage is sinusoidal with an angular 

frequency w. We now examine the effect of this on the performance of the 
heater. It is assumed that the instantaneous current at any instantaneous 
voltage is the same as the current at that direct voltage, implying that 
the capacitance of the electrode system must be negligibly small, An 
approximate criterion for this is derived in Appendix VII,

By examination of equation $,16 of the direct voltage analysis, 
it is seen that may be regarded as an index of effectiveness of power 
input, being the ratio between the actual power input and the theoretical 
limit of input (for the same applied voltage). This ratio is now called 

$ 8:id an "a,c, effectiveness", ^ is defined as the ratio 
between the mean power absorbed from an alternating supply and the same 
(d,c,) limit, the peak voltage corresponding to the d,Cc value. The 
problem now is to find ^ in terms of the applied voltage, in a similar 
form to that presented on fig, (l) for The method of solution
adopted is to integrate the instantaneous power over a quarter cycle, it 
being assumed that the current waveforms for the two polarities are 
identical. The situation may be described by means of the diagram.

l.o
(ot



The instantaneous voltage is given, by definition, as

V,
V 4.1
V.

The instantaneous current, represented by ^  (see equation $,$),
is %ero up to the time t„ and after a time %/w-t , where t = ~atcsiuV>/\/

O  ̂ O O 00 ^

Between these limits it follows the relationship given by equation

- 'Ÿ.i c vr ^

(' - '/wT R
where the subscript i refers to the instantaneous value ̂

4.2

The details of calculation are described in Appendix VIII, and 
yield the result;

%
=  2^.C j]- _x! f _______'.. A f x l l d X ,  4.:

where

y

a )  K  k ( \ *  M

X is the instantaneous value of X corresponding to , and
X is the value of X at the peak voltage V ,3 3
The function is shown plotted versus V /V on figure (4)> and 

is asymptotic to a value 4/5^ as V /V co . Three simplified3 ®solutions also given in Appendix VIII have the same limiting value. The 
Algol procedure used for integration of equation 4*5 is given in 
Appendix IX,



2,4.7 The effect of alternating voltage supply on heater performance
Since ^ is found in terms of the same parameters, X and

as j ̂  , a simple substitution of for 9̂  in the equations
3,26 (section 2,4.5) and 3.52 (section 2,3.4) vd.ll give the a,c, heater 
performance. The parameters and ̂ 'î^^^^have of course to be evaluated
first from the applied (peak) voltage, using the method described in 
Appendix IV,

2,5 Comparison between axial and radial field heaters
The principal factors to be considered in the choice of a 

heater for a given duty are those of overall shape and the complexity of 
the electrode system. These are now dealt with in turn.

From Appendix 11,2 the shape of an axial field heater of 
circular cross-section may be represented by

/ H \  =  T L â k X - ê v . i _________
3^q,T„

where T -  {  (  ctfc" ,
\

and t ” T/T^, t^ referring to the collector,
__For a radial field heater, the assumption that ion mobility is proportional 

to density gives, by integration of equation 5.11 for a constant radius R :

T  ~  a.-)iJp( . j=_. V* ->7 ■ Is. ) J Il;xI V .UCtoX R, ' T )
where is an overall heater effectiveness,

Ibus / =  In CjjTo . II,xi

Division of equation II,ix by II.xi gives
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Substitution of a typical set of design values (t = 2*7, V « 100 kV,O 2
m ~ 10 gm/sec, k^ «= 2 cm^/volt.sec,, ^ ^ = 10 kV/cm) for a small
heater reveals that

(«L«' (iL.»'-^ 'taj lat
Row for heat losses to be a minimum, the shape factors would each have to 
be around unity to obtain a small surface area. In each case this 
requirement could only be met if the applied voltage were very high. 
Voltages above 100 kV, however, would raise considerable practical 
difficulties owing to insulation requirements, so it must be concluded 
that the above shape factors are unavoidable, and since for the purposes 
of expanding the heated gas through a nozzle the flow must be constricted 
to a very small diameter, the radial heater would seem preferable, To 
illustrate this point the above example is expanded, since it corresponds 
to the pilot model envisaged in ref,(l) and investigated in this report.
It has already been seen that at 15 atmospheres pressure the radial field 
heater has a diameter of about 3 cm and a length of about 1 metre; 
substitution of the requisite numbers into equation 2,4 for an axial field 
heater yields a length of 2 cm and a diameter of about 0,75 metre. It 
is evident that the total surface area of an axial field heater would be 
much the greater, ivith consequently greater heat losses.

The other main factor to be considered in the comparison is that 
of the electrodes. For each heater the electrode system would have to 
satisfy the assumed electrical boundary conditions as closely as possible, 
and for the axial heater the electrodes would also have to be permeable 
to the gas. Considering the latter gas, a wire mesh screen would be 
suitable for the collector, provided that the melting point of the metal 
used was well above the operating temperature. The emitter (c.f, ref,l) 
would typically be an arrangement of fine points in uniform distribution 
across the emitter plane. Such an arrangement for a large diameter would 
be of considerable complexity, especially when it is borne in mind that the 
points need frequent replacement when run at high current densities. The



staging of several such heaters in series in order to reduce the diameter 
would he possible but wasteful of space, since neutrallisation zones at 
least equal to the gap length would be necessary. Insulation problems 
would also be severe,

A radial field electrode system would suffer from none of these 
disadvantages, and it is concluded on both theoretical and practical 
grounds that this geometry is preferable.



3# The Corona Discharge

3•1 Introduction
The concept of heating hy dark discharge considered in the 

work described here is based on the corona discharge, whereby a very 
small region of ionised gas provides a source of charge carriers which 
pervade the rest of the inter-electrode volume. It is assumed that the 
power required for ionisation is small compared with the total power 
delivered (see section 6,1,3)*

Although the corona region plays no direct part in the analysis - 
indeed its dimensions are assuiaed negligible - it is useful to gain an 
understanding of the mechanisms involved in the discharge, since they 
control the spark breakdown condition, which sets the upper limit to 
heater performance. Most of the research on corona processes has been 
performed with point-to-plane geometries (kef,2jp,938 et seq,) in 
connection with studies on secondary ionisation phenomena, but there is 
no fundamental difference between point-to-plane and wire-to-cylinder 
corona. There are, however, differences between positive and negative 
polarity, and these are now treated separately. Breakdown is more fully 
discussed in chapter 4 and section 6,3.

3.2 Regative corona
When the point, or wire, is acting as the cathode, the discharge 

consists of a scries of regular pulses of electrons (Ref, 2, p 958 et seq,), 
which follow very narrow discharge channels, or streamers, outwards from 
the cathode. The electrons are emitted by a variety of processes, 
including positive ion bombardment, field emission and photoelectric 
emission. Initially the electrons are dravm by the high field; they 
are then rapidly accelerated to high energy, and create positive ion/ 
electron pairs by collision with neutral molecules. The positive ions 
then bombard the cathode, creating more electrons. The "pulse" thus 
formed is eventually choked by the formation of a space charge of nega,tive 
ions further out in the field, which reduces the field strength at the 
cathode, A new pulse is formed when the negative ions have drifted



clear towards the anode. As the applied voltage is increased the pulses 
become longer in duration until eventually the resultant current to the 
anode is a steady direct value with a high frequency ripple superimposed.
Another consequence of the increasing voltage is that electrons remain 
at high velocity further from the cathode; this delays their attachment 
to oxygen atoms and molecules, with the result that the effective 
mobility of the ions is increased^^. Ultimately, with further increase 
in voltage, a pulse crosses the gap before it can dissipate, and the low 
resistance channel thus formed leads to a spark.

The above tendency for the carriers to remain as electrons leads 
to an inherent instability, particularly at high temperatures^^, as the 
stabilising influence depends on the reduction of cathode field by the 
negative ion space charge, Regative corona is thus thought to be fundamentally 
unsuitable for the purposes of dark discharge heating,

3.5 Positive corona
Positive corona is also basically a pulsed phenomenon, having 

three fairly distinct phases of operation with a common funuamenta! 
mechanism, which is the first phase described below.

Phase I
The fundamental mechanism is initiated by electrons liberated by 

random processes in the gas, such as thermal ionisation and cosmic rays.
The electrons which are not immediately attached to neutral particles move 
in rapidly towards the anode, and when they have gained sufficient energy 
they ionise the gas. The resultant electrons cause further ionisation 
before being neutralised at the anode, while the positive ions drift 
outwards at a much lower velocity. Since high fields exist only very 
close to the anode, the electrons only exist in large quantities in this 
region, while the positive ions traverse almost the whole gap. The 
positive space charge near the anode reduces the local field strength, 
preventing further ionisation until it has drifted away, thereby causing 
the pulsing effect^^. As applied voltage is raised' the pulses become 
larger and form "streamer" channels. These carry sufficient positive 
charge for them to attract electrons, which cause further ionisation and 
excitation of neutral particles. Photos from the latter process also aid



1

in promoting further ionisation in the neighbourhood of the streamer tip. 
Growth of the streamer is stopped when the local field strength is not 
sufficient to promote ionisation; spark breakdov-m occurs when a 
sufficiently large pulse of ions reaches the cathode at high energy, to 
release a return stroke of electrons.

Phase II
The second phase of corona consists of streamers formed in the5same way, but Hermstein has shown that a small negative ion space charge

is present near the anode under some conditions which has a controlling
influence on the stregmiers and greatly alters both the outward appearance
of the discharge and the brealcdown condition. Its formation is rather
complicated, being connected with the process of decay of streamers, but
the main requirement is that the field strength near the anode must be
very high and highly divergent. Thus with reference to a concentric
cylindrical electrode system, if the cylinder ratio p^ is high (say
greater than 200 at atmospheric conditions), streamers will form initially
on application of a voltage greater than the starting voltage (defined in
section 2,4.2), These will usually be visible as a violet diffuse glow
and will be audible as an irregular hissing. As the applied voltage is
raised, sufficient numbers of negative ions are produced which escape
recombination and arrive to form a close sheath around the anode. Their
effect is to enhance the field at the anode surface but to reduce the field
outside the sheath; the latter effect serves to prevent growth of
streamers beyond the sheath boundary. This phase corresponds to the
"steady burst pulse corona" described by Loeb^^®^*^ P*952)^ it is
inaudible, and the glow is much fainter and closer to the anode surface than
that of the streamer phase I, The charge pulses are much smaller and more
uniform than those of phase I, In further increase of voltage a further
slight reduction in size is noticed, but eventually because of the increase
in current, the field outside the sheath can rise to the value necessary
for streamer propagation. Since the field becomes also much more uniform
with high current (see equation III,viii) spark brealcdown may occur very

5suddenly, Hermstein showed, however, that an external control can be 
imposed by the introduction of negative ions from an external source; this 
was shown to extend the range of voltage within which suppression of 
streamers takes place.



Phase III
The remaining phase of operation occurs when the cylinder ratio 

is very high (e,g, greater than 400 at atmospheric conditions); the 
discharge then taices the form of discrete tufts regularly spaced along 
the wire* Each tuft appears to he composed of a large number of 
streamers similar to those of phase I# The tufts increase in number as 
voltage is raised, but no explanation of their formation appears to have 
been given. It may be that this form is analogous to that of the point- 
to-plane geometry, for which there is knoim to be a constricting 
mechanism^"^. Sparking from this phase is erratic, but is generally at a 
low voltage compared with tlmt of phase II, Further reference to these 
phases is made in the discussion in section 6,3.



4# Spark Breakdovm
In this chapter the basic mechanisms of the spark discharge in 

relation to the axial field and radial field geometries are outlined in 
turn. Practical aspects are considered in chapter 7*

4*1 Breakdown in a uniform field
Sparking between parallel or quasi-parallel electrodes has been 

one of the most id.dely studied of gaseous breakdovm processes, and has led 
to the common but misleading references to the "brealcdown field strength" 
of a gas. It V70uld in fact be very difficult to measure such a field 
strength, since the presence of electrodes is a necessary prerequisite 
for such studies, and brealcdovm streamers, although able to propagate 
purely by gaseous processes, are invariably initiated at electrode surfaces. 
Thus in referring to the brealcdown of a gas it is strictly speaJcing 
necessary to allow for the shape, material, and surface condition of the 
electrodes,

Townsend was the first to obtain a condition for gaseous 
breakdown; by defining the coefficients Of and (3 to bo the number of ion 
pairs produced per unit distance of travel through the gas by the collision 
v/ith neutral molecules of electrons and positive ions respectively, he 
s h o w e d ^ ' P*7pl ®t seq.) an artificially produced current at the
cathode became infinite in a uniform field v/hen

oe. = ^ t.%\> 4.1

where x is the distance between the electrodes. Thus if Of and (3 are 
known as a function of the field strength the sparking voltage can be 
calculated, Hov/ever, it was soon shovm that p was far too small, in 
the majority of situations, to have any direct effect on breakdown, and p 
was replaced as a secondary process by cit)^ the number of
electrons liberated at the cathode by the impact of a positive ion. The 
brealcdovm condition then becomes

Vl — 1̂  4*2



From this equation, and using the semi-empirical relationship

^  A  ex-lp ̂ 4.5

given by Townsend, where A and B are constants for the gas, it is 
easily shorn that

Vg =% 6. \>-x  ̂ 4.4

where is the sparking voltage. Equation 4.4* would perhaps be
better expressed more generally as

X  _ ei^/x)
A

where is, say, the first ionisation potential of the gas, X is the
mean free path, and A* and B* are revised dimensionless coefficients.
Thus within the range of applicability of equations 4.2 and 4.5$ the 
sparking voltage is a function of the product of gas density and gap 
length; this is the well known similarity rule for spark gaps# In 
general, however, it is likely that several secondary mechanisms are in 
operation simultaneously, and also that space charges play fin appreciable 
part in the process. If positive ion action and photoelectric action 
are taken in account, but the effect of local space charges is ignored, 
it has been shown by Loeb^^^^* p,86l) the breakdown condition
becomes

I •= /ax|p(oi-’/'tvvV ~  4  + 4 ^ ^ ,  4  4.6
ot-'/wl J )

where represents the sum + ̂ /vi $ \/̂ and being the
draft velocities of, the carriers, T is a time constant related to the 
growth rate of space charge in the propagating streamer, g is a 
geometrical factor related to photon arrival at the cathode, 0 is the 
fraction of photons to liberate electrons which escape back-diffusion, 
p is the photon absorption coefficient of the gas, f(x’) is the photon- 
production ratio at x* per electron produced, and



15Equation 4.6 contains statistical factors and is clearly of 
such complexity that a simple expression such as equation 4*5 f032 a 
breakdown voltage or field would be impossible to derive. In fact the 
concept of a well-defined breakdown voltage loses its meaning when the 
above mechanisms are present; a more realistic viewpoint would be to 
consider the probability of a spark at a given voltage within a given 
time of application of that voltage. This concept has given rise to 
much recent work on time lag s t u d i e s P * 7 5 1 » 8 6 4 ) ^

4,2 Brealcdovm in a non-uniform field
When the field strength is not uniform across the gap the 

breakdown condition is given by the integral relationship (of which 
equation 4*6 is a simplification)i

1 X j  ^  ^  3^1 { J ^  “ Z*'/  4,  7

Clearly although the field (for a concentric cylindrical configuration) 
could be calculated from equation Ill.viii (Appendix III), the problem is 
more intractable than the uniform field case. It must also be borne in 
mind that factors such as electrode material and sui’face texture, and gas 
temperature and composition may play an important part in the breakdovm 
process, neither of which are allowed for in the above.

It thus seems vmlikely that a reliable theoretical breakdovm 
condition can be derived at present; the only alleviating factors are that 
the field strength for a concentric cylindrical arrangement tends tovfards 
uniformity as voltage is increased (see section 2,4*2), and that experiment 
may reveal that certain ionisation mechanisms are predominant in the region 
of interest thus simplifying calculations. Alternatively it may be possible 
to exercise a form of external control to achieve a similar effect, as 
suggested in section 3*5*



5*1 Introduction
The first stage of the experimental work was conducted at 

atmospheric p r e s s u r e , and, as stated in the main introduction, had 
the objects of verification of the current-voltage characteristics of the 
two geometries, and determination of the efficiency of energy transfer,
A perspex cylinder of about 11 cm diameter and 40 cm in length was used 
as the test duct, and various combinations of emitter and collector 
geometries were tested. Both axial field and radial field results agreed 
well with theory, in spite of the inevitable lack of correspondence of 
electrical and aerodynamic boundary conditions. In all configurations the 
efficiency of energy transfer was high, and the results as a whole were 
sufficiently encouraging to warrant further experiments at high pressure.

The primary aim of the second stage, described here, was to 
develop a radial-field heater designed, with the aid of a breakdovm 
assumption, on the theory of ref, (l). A constant radius heater V7as to be 
tested first to establish the validity of the theory and the breakdovTn 
assumption; the information gained was then to be used in the design of 
an optimum heater,

5*2 General arrangement of apparatus
An overall view of the apparatus is given in fig(5); more detail 

is shown in fig, (6) and a schematic diagram of the gas supply is shovTn in 
fig,(7)* The heater, shown also in fig,(s), was mounted in a large 
pressure vessel which was supplied with gas from high pressure cylinders 
through a gland in the bottom end plate (fig#(9))* On passing through 
the heater the gas V7as passed to atmosphere through a control valve» 
Electrical power at high voltage (up to 80 kV) V7as supplied via a rectifier 
system (section 5*4*2) to a bushing on the top end plate of the vessel
(figc 5),



5*5 Fressure vessel
The pressure vessel consisted of two sections bolted end to end, 

each being two feet in length and one foot square* Box section stiffeners 
were welded circuinferentially at two positions along each section (fig. (5))$ 
and flanges were welded on to take circular endplates. One endplate was 
adapted to talce the high voltage bushing, the other being adapted for the 
heater mounting internally and gas connections externally (see figs, (9) and 
(8)), "0" ring seals were inserted between the sections, at the endplate
and the above fittings. A pneumatic relief valve acted as a safeguard, 
and also allowed for rapid exhaustion of the vessel, A gland in the vessel
wall was adapted for electrical connections to be made between the heater 
and external measuring equipment,

The vessel was mounted on a large steel frame with provision for 
vertical movement to allow for accommodation of a vacuum chamber beneath; 
this facility was designed for the intended development of a low density 
wind tunnel. Because of the considerable weight of the lower endplate, 
a wire suspension was arranged whereby it could be manoeuvred by means of 
a chain pulley system (fig,(8)),

Before use with gas the vessel was hydraulically tested up to 
250 p.s.i, gauge. For this purpose transformer oil was used as the test 
fluid, since water, and possibly hydraulic fluid, would have damaged the 
insulation of the high voltage bushing. The pressure was taken up to
250 p.s.i. several times, and in one case was left for several hours
without sign of leakage,

5*4 Measurement systems

5*4*1 Gas supply and measurement
High pressure cylinders were arranged (fig,7) to operate either 

singly or in parallel to supply gas to the vessel via a regulator valve 
and control panel, A Platon flowmeter calibrated by the manufacturers 
Was used in series with a fine control valve to monitor the gas flow to the 
pressure vessel, A line in parallel with the flovmieter provided for rapid 
filling of the vessel prior to tests. The input line pressure, which at low
flow rates is equal to vessel pressure, was measured dovaastream of these



fittings by a Budenburg six-inch diameter Bourdon-type gauge. The control 
panel also contained the outlet valve to the chamber, so that pressure and 
flow rate could be controlled simultaneously#

Measurement of gas flow rate through the heater was made by 
adding an increment to the input value calculated from the rate of pressure 
change in the vessel during the tests (see section 5*6,1).

5.4*2 Electrical supply and measurement
Power at direct voltage was supplied from mains by a 10 kVA,

50 kV transformer in conjunction with a solenium plate rectifier unit, 
which operated in a Cockoroft-Walton doubler arrangement to give 100 kV at 
100 inA, A 0.06 pF capacitor was used for smoothing; the ripple factor 
was found to be less than /̂o at no load, and up to IQffo under working loads. 
The applied voltage was measured by monitoring the current passing through 
a 400 mJCi resistor banlc across the load, the system having an estimated 
accuracy of about 4^* An Avometer was used to measure the current across 
the heater. The circuit was as given in ref, (l).

5*4*5 Gas temperature measurement
In the light of previous experience with platinum resistance 

( llthermometers'  ̂ it was thought desirable to position the thermocouple for 
outlet gas temperature measurement so as to obtain the maximum possible 
electrical shielding. The thermocouple was accordingly inserted and 
bonded into the brass connection on the vessel endplate, the hot junction 
being placed on the centreline. An ice bucket was used to provide a 
fixed cold junction temperature. The location is shown on fig,(?),

The heater inlet temperature was assumed to be equal to the 
ambient (laboratory) temperature,

5.5 Description of heater
The development of the heater is described in Appendix X, The 

arrangement consisted essentially of a stainless steel tube of 2,8 cm 
internal diameter, fitted with 6 mm thick, 10 cm diameter flanges at each 
end (fig, 8), A length of 79 cm was chosen, being the maximum that 
could be accommodated in the pressure vessel after space allowances for 
insulators and the H,T. bushing had been made.



In order that electrical measurements could be made the heater 
tube was insulated from the vessel endplate by ceramic insulators. The 
arrangement is shown on fig,(8) with the endplate ready for raising and 
attachment. The insulators illustrated are to the original design, 
which proved unsatisfactory (see Appendix x); the final versions are 
shown on figs,(l2) and (l$), Tufnol bolts held the assemblies together, 
and at the lower end P.T,F,E, gaskets were inserted to prevent lealcage of 
gas into the heater. The emitter wire was located (see Appendix X) by 
spiders mounted in the insulators, and was held in tension by a coil 
spring attachment at the upper end, A P.T.P.E, spider was inserted along 
the wire to prevent excess vibration (fig, ll), A similar attachment made 
electrical contact with the electrode of the high tension bushing in the 
pressure vessel,

5.6 Heater performance tests
The experimental programme had two main objects, to be pursued 

concurrently:
1, To find the efficiency of energy conversion of the heater at stages 
of increasing mass flow rate and pressure up to design values of each, for 
the constant radius heater,
2. To check the validity of the theoretical assumptions, especially the 
variation of ion mobility and spark breakdoim voltage with density and 
temperature, in order to facilitate development of a variable-radius heater,

5.6,1 Energy conversion; results and discussion
A measurement of electrical to thermal energy transfer efficiency 

was made by comparing the enthalpy output with electrical power input, the 
former being obtained by measuring the output gas temperature and flow rate, 
and the latter from current and applied voltage measurements. The 
temperature measured at the centre-line of the duct at outlet was assumed 
to be the mean temperature of the gas; any refinement obtained by 
assumption of a temperature profile was thought unjustifiable at this stage.



In order to avoid wastage of gas while both the electrode system 
and experimental procedure were under development^ the vessel pressure was 
not taken above 80 p,s,i#g. for these tests. The gas used was oxygen-free 
vitrogen, which was supplied in 625 ft̂  cylinders at 2000 p,s,i.g. No 
effort was made to exhaust the vessel before filling, so that the gas 
passing through the heater was a variable mixture of atmospheric air and 
nitrogen. It was not thought that this had any significant effect upon the 
measurements, as the thermodynamic properties of air and nitrogen are 
similar, and a difference in ionisation phenomena is only encountered when 
pure nitrogen is used.

The text procedure was firstly to fill the vessel to the desired 
pressure by means of the flowmeter bypass valve, and to set up a given 
influx of gas using the fine control valve (fig,7) in se'ries with the 
flowmeter. The vessel outlet valve was then opened and adjusted so that 
the pressure remained as nearly constant as possible, thus equalising the 
input and output flow rates. Any deviation was accounted for by timing 
the pressure change over the period of the run and making a small correction. 
The applied voltage was then raised until the desired power level was 
reached, whereupon a pause was necessary to allow the system to gain its
"equilibrium" temperature. This was assumed to have occurred when no
further increase in output gas temperature was measureable, an average time 
being about 20 minutes. Temperature measurement was made difficult by 
large fluctuations of the galvonometer needle, which were probably caused 
by tiirbulence in the gas at the probe, since they were still present when 
power was switched off, but disappeared when the flow was shut off.

Results of measurements of conversion efficiency are shown in 
figs 14 and 15, for a variety of input powers up to the spark breakdown 
point, and for several flow rates, A table of results is also presented 
in Table I,

The maximum performance achieved at an operating pressure of about 
3 atmospheres was a temperature rise of 68°C with a mass flow rate of 
1,25 gm/sec and a conversion efficiency of 0.37$ while at 5*4 atmospheres 
a maximum temperature rise of 87°0 was obtained, with the same mass flow rate
and an efficiency of 0*455* In each case the heater was operating at spark
breakdown point.



V'r

Time did not allow for comprehensive investigations of the 
independent effects of mass flow rate and power input to be made, but the 
evidence shovm (fig, I5) suggests that conversion efficiency increases with 
mass flow rate. However, the genrally low figure of 0,3-0,5 cannot be 
wholly accounted for by experimental errors. Most of the steady state 
convective losses from the exterior of the tube can be expected to be 
recovered in the form of an increased inlet gas temperature, and an 
estimation of the loss from the outlet duct indicates that this is less than 
about 15^ for these tests. The estimation was made by the use of the 
assumption of a fully developed turbulent pipe flow in the duct and 
indicated a loss of about the factor of 3 f̂as allowed to cater for the
possibility of boundary layer, or not fully-developed flow. Since this 
loss would increase with Reynold* s Number and hence with mass flow rate, 
it is evident that there must be a considerable remaining energy loss which 
must decrease with increasing flow rate. The most likely source of this 
loss is thought to be that of natural convection from within the tube set 
up by the inevitable temperature gradients present. The loss would be 
expected to decrease as the mass flow rate increased, and increase as 
operating temperature increased. It would be difficult to predict what the 
overall effect of this would be as both of these variables were increased 
to practical operating values; the only way to avoid the problem altogether 
would be to invert the whole electrode arrangement so that convection 
currents assisted the flow. This change would not be difficult,

5*6,2 Tests to check theoretical assumptions 
Current-voltage relationship

The validity of the basic current-voltage relationship was tested 
by a series of measurements made with a polished copper tube of 10,1 cm 
diameter and cylinder ratios p^ of 142,8, 270.3$ 322,6 and 4OO, in air at 
atmospheric pressure. The wires were of nickel and at positive polarity.

Measurements were made of current and voltage from corona onset 
to spark breakdown, and the results, plotted on the basis described in 
Appendix XI, are shovm in fig,20, using dunnny values of and of 
2»00 cm®/volt,sec, and lOOkV/cm respectively. The corresponding



theoretical curves are shown in fig. 21; the fit "between theoretical and 
experimental curves is very good, giving derived values of mobility and 
starting field strength as shown in fig. 20. Slight deviation is evident 
in all curves at high values of current, indicating a probable increase in 
ion mobility with increasing field strength.

3b?eliminar.y high temperature experiment
While the main equipment was being manufactured an approximate 

\ check on the breakdown assumption was made. A stainless steel tube $0 cm 
long and $.1 cm diameter was fitted with a concentric wire of 0.25 mm 
diameter. Bungs of ceramic were inserted into each end to reduce the 
effects of internal convection, and the tube, mounted horizontally, was 
heated to a dull red glow (about 800^c) by means of gas flames. Several 
runs were made, both alternating and direct voltage being used, and the 
brealcdown voltages were compared with those obtained with the unheated tube.
In each case it was found that the breakdown voltage was about one third of 
that at atmospheric temperature, thus roughly verifying, within this 
temperature range, that breakdown voltage varied inversely with density,

Brealcdown and starting voltages at high pressure
A series of tests was made on the heater to determine the effect 

of pressure on starting and breakdown voltage at atmospheric temperature. 
Measurements were made with a cylinder ratio of 57*4» up to a pressure of 
about 8 atmospheres. The starting voltage was assumed, for convenience, 
to be the voltage at which the current was 10 pA; the applied voltage was 
then raised rapidly towar*ds the breakdown value to avoid the effects cf 
heating. The results are shorni on fig.(l6). It is seen that the breakdown 
voltage rises only by" a factor of 4 while the starting voltage appears to be 
almost constant. The final low figure of starting voltage was due to a 
partial insulation failure; this is not thought to have affected the break
down voltage. A "conditioning” p.942) the wire was also thought
to have affected the starting voltage during the tests; conditioning is a 
process frequently used for preparing electrode surfaces, particularly prints, 
prior to tests of this nature, and involves repeated sparking. The method 
is not suitable for wires as it could not be ensured that the whole surface 
was affected.



The breakdown figures illustrate the rather random nature (see 
chapter 4) of breakdown from a streamer mode of corona; the hiss of the 
streamers could be heard through the pressure vessel walls as breakdown was 
approached. It is not therefore thought that these values represent the 
upper limit to what could be achieved. Similar inconsistances were 
noticed in fact throughout the development programme; for one particular 
wire and tube at atmospheric pressure, breakdown voltages between YkV and 
17 kV were observed.

Other assumptions
Since at best only an indirect check on the overall validity of 

the theory could be gained from the heating experiments, some other means 
was sought for a check on specific assumptions. It was intended to achieve 
this by conducting current-voltage measurements at several values of 
operating pressure, with a gas mass-flow rate sufficiently high that at all 
power inputs the temperature rise would be small. This would ensure that 
the gas density was nearly uniform throughout the tube, and the results 
could be analysed by the method described in Appendix XI. Thus the 
variation of starting field strength, breakdown strength and mobility with 
pressure would be obtained at ambient temperature; to assess the effect of 
increasing temperature would be much more difficult. Owing to the 
development problems described in Appendix X, however, there was not time 
to complete these tests, only the shortened series of measurements described 
in the previous sections being made.



6, G-oneral Discussion
A number of assumptions was made in the theory (sections 2,1 and 

2,4*1)) some concerning boundary or limiting conditions, and others were 
introduced in order to simplify the problems for analysis. Their validity 
is now examined on theoretical grounds, and in the light of the experiments 
and those of other workers in related fields,

6,1 Simplifying assumptions

6,1,1 Coincidence of field lines
In the axial field heater analysis it was assumed that electrical 

and aerodynamic fields were uniform and coincident everyv/liere. This 
requirement can be met very closely at the collector station by a wire 
mesh screen, which acts as a good electrical earth while being permeable 
to air. At the emitter, however, there is the additional requirement of 
the ion source. The most convenient mechanism of ion production, as 
mentioned in the introduction, is by corona emission from a surface of high 
curvature. In the above context (see section 2.5) this would entail a 
series of fine points arranged to lie in a uniform distribution on the emitter 
plane. The electric field distribution and current density would therefore 
be very non-uniform near the points. Since the length of the heating 
section would have to be of the same order as the separation of the points 
to achieve the required highly divergent field, non-uniform conditions would 
prevail over a large proportion of the gap;, reasonably uniform aerodynamic 
conditions could of course be achieved by suitable design of the emitter,
Thus it would be expected that the idealised operation, with the breakdown 
condition obtained at the collector, would not be achieved, since bre ale down 
streamers would almost certainly propagate from the emitter points, where a 
state of partial brealidown, the corona, already exists.

In the radial field case there was assumed to be no interaction 
between the electrical and aerodynamic fields, so that no momentum exchange 
took place between space charge and neutral gas. This point is further 
discussed in section 6*1,4#



6,1.2 Ion mobility
Throughout the axial field analysis (sections 2,2 and 2,5) and in 

the simplified radial field analysis (sections 2,4) it was assumed that ion 
mobility was inversely proportional to gas density. This has been shovm 
by Shale and others^^ to be justifiable for positive ions in air for at 
least part, of the range of density and field strength of interest 
(17 kg/m®, 100 kv/cm), There is, however, evidence from both the present 
experiments (see section 5*6,2) and other sources^^^^^ that mobi.lity increases 
slightly at field strengths approaching breakdown values.

For the general analysis of .the radial field heater the mobility 
was left as an arbitrary function of temperature and pressure; in the 
example computed it was taken as proportional to local density# Any 
further generalisation (e,g, to allow for variation with field strength) 
would make analysis very complicated and was thought not justified at this 
stage.

The assumption implicit in the use of the energy equation in the
form of equation (l#5) is that all losses are small. Two sources of loss
are those of dissociation and ionisation within the corona region, Now
the dissociation potential of either nitrogen or oxygen is of the same order
as the ionisation potential; thus, since the current in the corona region
is the same as that in the remainder of the gap. an approximate criterion
for both of these losses to be small is that V^/V is small, where
is the first ionisation potential and V the applied voltage. Sincea

is of order 10 volts and V of order 10 kV in practice thisX g
requirement is satisfied. Another energy loss is that of each ion on its 
terminal impact at the collecting suxface; this should be small if the 
ratio X/d is small, where \ is the ion mean free path, and d the 
electrode gap length, which is also satisfied,

A more serious source of heat loss from the radial field heater 
is by convection, both directly by hot gas issuing from the "inlet" to the 
heater tube (see section 5*6,1) and indirectly from the exterior of the tube.



The neglect of these losses was purely for convenience of analysis, 
although it is thought that the latter could he made indefinitely small 
either by insulating the exterior of the tube or by suitably ducting the 
convected gas to the intake to achieve a regenerative heating process#
The former, as suggested in section 5*6,1, could be eliminated by inverting 
the heater.

Heat losses by convection from an axial heater would be 
considerable (see section 2,5) unless well lagged; such a heater would 
have considerable thermal inertia necessitating long "warming up" periods 
before operation,

6,1,4 The strip theory (radial heater)
In order to apply the strip theory used in assessing heater 

performance (section 2,4.2) it was necessary to assume that the gas 
temperature and axial velocity were uniform across the tube at any section, 
and that there was no mutual interference of any sort between adjacent 
elements.

Neither of the two uniformity requirements is likely to be 
closely met in practise, since the energy distribution from the discharge 
is not uniform, being much greater near the wire, and because of viscous 
and convective forces on the gas. It is thus unlikely that the theory 
gives an accurate detailed description of the heating process. However, 
there are processes at work v/ithin the gas, including the above, which would 
give mixing on a larger scale. The others are: the very small effect of
molecular diffusion arising from density gradients; and forced convection 
by virtue of electrical body forces acting radially. The latter effect is 
thought to be quite considerable, as the pressure difference across the gap 
can be shown to be (see Appendix Xll)
f  \ R|(using previous nomenclature). As a numerical example, suppose that
V « 80 kV, R - 1,4 cm,, p^ = 100 and 4̂  = unity; then A = 0,125 
atmospheres. Thus the average radial body force is at least an order of 
magnitude greater than the axial aerodynamic force. Measurements made 
downstream of "mixed field" and radial field electrodes at atmospheric 
pressure (ref, l) showed that both velocity and temperature were reasonably 
uniform across the duct, suggesting substantial mixing.



4. )

Thus while it would he very difficult to allow for these mixing 
processes in the theory, or even to malce comparative assessments of them, 
their total effect should he to reduce the temperature gradients caused by 
the discharge# Hence the overall performance of the heater may not show 
significant variation from that predicted, if losses were accounted for. 
Mutual electrical intereference between elements is thought to be small 
provided dR /d6 is small; for the electrical and magnetic forces imposed 
on the space charge by the adjacent space charge and its motion are both 
very small compared with the force imposed by the applied field. This can 
easily be shown by an order-of-magnitude estimation of the wire current 
needed to produce an appreciable effect.

6,1,5 Electrical conductivity of gas
An assumption used throughout the theory is that gas conductivity 

is negligible; a more general form of the energy, momentum, mobility and 
Poisson*s equation should allow for a finite proportion of free electrons 
and negative ions. The perfect gas law will also cease to hold with a gas 
of finite conductivity, especially in the case of a diatomic gas, in which 
there will also be substantial dissociation.

The critical operating temperature, at which the current-voltage 
relationship will be affected, will be very high (say above 2Ü00 k) , and 
will depend not only on the pressure but also on the applied voltage, since 
thermal ionisation will be assisted by the small proportion of liigh energy 
ions of the dark discharge. It would also be expected that for the 
cylindrical electrode system, the region immediately surrounding the wire 
would be affected first, owing to temperature and ion energy gradients.

The onset of substantial ionisation would probably coincide with 
an instability of operation, o\fing to the consequent rapid rise in current; 
the discharge would then tend to become an arc. This point thus probably 
marks the limit of usefulness of this form of heating.



6,2 Boimdary conditions
For the axial field heater the only applied boundary condition 

was that an assumed critical field Eg was required at the emitter station. 
As was implied in section 6.1,1, this is a gross simplification of the real 
situation, but appeared to yield results consistent with experiment at 
atmospheric pressure^ • The assumed linear variation of with density
is thought unlikely to hold exactly. An implicit extra requirement is 
that no wall boundary condition need be applied; the insulating wall of 
duct between the electrodes will collect charge, but the effect of this 
will be small provided the length/diameter ratio of the heating section is 
small (see section 2,5)*

The electrical boundary condition applied for the radial heater 
was that a critical field E^* was required at the wire surface for corona 
emission, regardless of current. Although again this is a simplification, 
it appears largely justified by the results. There is, however, ample 
evidence^^ that E^* is dependent on wire radius, or more properly, on 
local field distribution, with the implication that it is not a function 
of gas properties alone; thus more experimental evidence would be needed 
to ensure its correct use with the heater performance computer programs.

6,5 Terminal condition: spark breakdown
The upper limit to heater performance is controlled by the spark 

breakdown condition, whereby the gas between the electrodes suddenly becomes 
conducting in a very narrow zone. If the external circuit permits, the 
spark will develop into an arc. ■ This, however, is usually prevented in 
the case of direct voltage, as the high tension source is smoothed by a 
capacitor which is partially discharged when a spark passes, thus 
momentarily lowering the voltage across the gap to below the sparking value. 
It would thus be technically possible to operate at or above the breakdown 
voltage, with a frequency of sparks set by an overall time constant, but 
this would have the following disadvantages:

1. Much of the energy in the sparks would be transferred to the electrodes 
rather than the gas.



2o Erosion of the electrodes, particularly the emitter, would be caused 
by the sparks, which would affect both performance and reliability.

Both of these are also problems encountered with the method of 
arc heating, which it was the intention of the present method to avoid.

The breal{down criterion used in the axial heater analysis was
the relationsMp equation ̂4* 5 of chapter 4> together with the experimental 

19observation that for plane parallel electrodes within the range of 
interest, brealcdovm voltage is directly proportional to both pressure and 
gap length at normal temperatures. Thus since the space charge is 
negligible before sparking the field strength is proportional to density 
over this region (up to about 8 atmospheres). The limitations of this 
assumption in practice have already been pointed out in section 6,1,1,
It is also probable that gas temperature has an independent effect on 
brealcdovm, although this may be small below 500^0,

For the radial heater a similar concept was used, the assumption 
being that the voltage/gap ratio (ignoring wire radius) at brealcdovm v;as 
dependent only gas temperature and pressure. In the simplified case a- 
linear relationship v/ith density was assumed, as for plane parallel 
electrodes. Since the field strength at a given radius is not directly 
proportional to voltage, owing to the space charge, this is a simplification, 
although if the voltage is sufficiently high the field tends tov/ards 
uniformity (see section 2,4#2) which redeem the situation to some extent.

As in the axial field case, however, the concept of a "breakdown
field strength*’ or similar is inadequate to deal completely with the real
situation; for a state of partial breakdown already exists, and the
question is one of propagation from that state. This depends as much on
distribution of field strength as on its magnitude at any given point, as 

4 20the work of Uhlig , Ulilmann , and others has shown. The point is best
21illustrated by means of a diagram of applied voltage versus r /r , or 

/ . ^  1 1/p , as shoim; the diagram is due to Bhlmann.

/ I



If the voltage is below the line ACD no discharge can occur; betvfeen
A and G this line represents the locus of the corona starting voltfige#
Instantaneous spark breakdown occurs above the limit line BCD, Corona
can exist, therefore, within the region ABC, Consider, for convenience,
a fixed outer cylinder of radius R , Then for a very small r^ (region
III), the corona is in phase III of section > and brealcdown can occur
anyvirhere within it, with the probability increasing as voltage is raised.
Within region II, for a slightly greater r , the "burst pulse" corona of

° 22phase II is obtained, and accordi.ng to Uhlig , the breakdown voltage 
becomes veiy well defined and only occurs at the upper limit to the region. 
The final zone I, denotes the streamer phase (phase l) of corona, in which 
a spark can occur at any voltage between the limit lines AC and BO,

The above is again a very simplified picture; the boundaries 
between the regions are not well defined, and are dependent on other 
parameters such as gas temperature, and the ratio r T h e  former effect 
will become manifest in thermal ionisation, while the latter is exemplified 
by the fact that Uhlig* s experiments revealed "burst pulse" corona from 
starting voltage up to breakdown for a cylinder ratio p^ of about $00, 
while in control experiments in the present programme this form was not 
observed at any voltage, although the cylinder ratio was similar. The 
main reason is thought to be that the scale was different; the value of 
the parameter r /\ in Uhlig’s experiments was about 10^, while in theo 3present experiments it was about 10 , Other factors such as dust and 
water vapour content of the gas may also be significant.

The geometry of the heater investigated here was also such that 
the corona was in the streamer phase (ill), with consequent random 
breakdown voltage; attempts to obtain burst«pulse corona by altering the 
cylinder ratio and by other means (see section 5,5,$) were not successful,5As was reported earlier, Hermstein has shown that burst pulse corona can 
be initiated and maintained by an external control mechanism;, if such could
be introduced, there is some reason to believe that the assumed breakdown 
condition may be approached, as Uhlig^ reported a breakdown voltage directly 
proportional to electrode gap with this phase.



7* Conclusions
A theoretical analysis of the two basic heater geometries, 

coupled v/ith practical arguments based on preliminary experiments, showed 
that the radial field arrangement was preferable. The theory was 
developed to predict the performance of both a constant radius heater and 
for an "optimum" shape, in which a condition near to spark breakdown was 
maintained over the whole length, A modification was also given for the 

\ use of alternating voltage, for which it was shown that the power input 
for a given pealc voltage V could not exceed 4/5̂  ̂ of that for a 
direct voltage V ,

3

A constant radius heater designed to a simplified theory
achieved an indicated maximum performance of a flow rate of 1,25 gm/sec,
of nitrogen with a temperature rise of 87°C, at a conversion efficiency of
0.45, The designed performance was not attained for the follov/ing reasons;
1, Development problems prevented operation at the maximum voltage

available,
2, Heat losses were greater than expected,
$, The spark breakdown condition assumed was optimistic,
4* The theoretical model was incomplete.

Methods of controlling heat losses have been suggested, but much more 
fundamental experiment would be required before a reliable breakdown 
criterion could be given. Some form of external control mechanism on the 
corona discharge may be necessary if reliable performance is to be ensured 
with the present scale of apparatus.

In view of the limited experimental results a direct check on the 
validity of the method of analysis (the strip theory) was not possible, 
although the basic current-voltage relationship was justified.

Operation of the equipment with alternating voltage is not 
recommended at this stage, partly for theoretical reasons and partly since, 
with the power available from a transformer, very fast trip mechanisms would 
be needed to prevent the wire electrode being fused by the arc in the event 
of gas breakdown.



With present knowledge no definite conclusion can be reached as 
to whether a heater suitable for a high enthalpy wind tunnel can be made 
on this principle# The results indicate, however, that an efficiency of 
energy transfer can be obtained which is substantially higher than tha,t 
typical of arc heating, suggesting that the work would repay further 
attention. The greatest problem remaining is that of controlling and 
predicting spark brealcdovm, which involves more fundamental work on the 
discharge process; the corona discharge in the range of pressure, voltage, 
and dimensions peculiar to this' application has not been previously studied 
in detail.
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Derivation of equations 1,17 and 1,20

Equation 1,17
The dimensionless temperature increment dT/'T is found by 

eliminating p, q and p between equations 1,1, 1,2, 1,3 and 1,4 as
follows:

Equation 1,3 may be rewritten

( V — M  —  j dV
T % Cf
Prom equations 1,1, 1,2, 1,4» dT/T becomes

4T* =  ^  =. —  cx.pQodV —  X dj\
T  }p Y  |) A

II. i

.\6?qc^V +■ £ T  
L Cf,T T .

By rearrangement and simplification

d l  =  -  4- o(AT  C b T  \ 1- m "^/u X - O m ’’ j  y-tj 1- m '* aq r

=  — j Qf
q T f i - M D

1 -  X M i- ( X r l l h  . U A  I -  A

By substitution of equation 1,14 in the main text equation 1,17 is 
obtained :

d l  =  
T 0 - K ^

XM". u. 4" d A  . 1.17U. + 1 J I —  M  A



The remaining equations 1.15» I#l6, 1.18, 1.19 are obtained 
in a similar way, using equation 1.17.

Equation 1.20
Poisson’s equation (1.12) is

c(E ci(̂  (XL Q Qn ot
5 A

=  " i.ii

from equations 1.9 and 1.14.
But d6 = , from equation 1.11, and

u « Po^o^ 5 from equations 1.8 and I.I4, from which
 ̂ n

u ppko. A e  . I.ill

Since and m are constants within a stream tube or tube of force,
differentiation of equation iii gives

A :  =  c U  4 ^  . I.lv
u- A H

Thus equation ii becomes 

clu. - idV
^ El A (u-4-

which, by equations (iii) and (I.I5) in main text, becomes, after 
rearrangement,



Appendix II
Axial field heating at low Mach Number

i. Temperature rise
The only quantities in equation 2.1 which change from emitter 

to collector are T and E, so the equation may be integrated to give the 
temperature in terms of the field strength at any station in the duct:

Afx') =. feAk„fa^ /)
E ’ /

II.i

where E'̂  is the field at the emitter required to produce corona emission 
(see discussion in section 6.2), and is assumed to be independent of 
current.

Now, as in section 2.2, the simplest breakdown condition 
applicable is that E/p has a maximum permissible value; the heater vri.ll 
operate in its optimum condition when this value is obtained at the 
collector, where the field is highest. The condition may be expressed as

^ ̂  > IX.ii

where suffix c refers to the collector, and E^ ^ is the breakdown 
strength pertaining to the geometry at atmospheric conditions. 
Substitution of equation II.ii into II.i then gives equation 2.2 in the 
main text:

2.2

where _ fe A E /^ .

If it is assumed that the starting field E* is dependent on gas density 
as is E^, equation 2.2 may be rev/ritten:



S'-

^ II.iii

where = E'̂ '/n, and is the starting field at atmospheric conditions.

ii. Length of heater
The combination of equations 1.10, 1.2, I.I4 and 1,18 gives

dt ^  tûCkc(T  ̂
i E

and since (from equation II.i)

II. iv 
iE l

E =• E. / II.V
bM  '

where %=. fcAkp , and ]) —  ex|p(Boy )
3 vhC(3Tc>Vx

substitution into equation II.iv gives, upon integration, the length of 
the heater in terms of the temperature rise;

L = (T/u) II. vi
f -fw C'td/t .))I4E-* 1 (&C-n>/ThY^^

This expression can be simplified by the integration of 1.18 together 
with 1,10:

W.Ct>(Tc-T„) =  I V Il.vii

and the use of equation II.v referred to the collector:
*/s

Il.viii

Substitution of these equations gives equation 2.4 in the main text :



L  -  - J —  f ( 2.4
I

The length to diameter ratio of the heating section is an important 
parameter (discussed in section 2#5) and is obtained from equations 2,4 
and 2,2, It may be expressed as

C  = irV̂ 'e LEt I I  1
çf 34vCVTc I ’O-'/be?-

' \ I/s
where I  =  ( "ChfhlÙ | clt ^

and t - t/t^) t^ referring to the collector.

II. ix



Appendix III

Current-voltage relationship for radial field
Poisson’s equation in the form for radial symmetry is (c.f, 

equation 1,7)

5 . IH.l
d-i ér

where is the radial field strength; other parameters are as in
section 2.2# The equation of conservation of charge is:

oil p Qo (independent of r), Ill.ii
di  \

where % is the current and v^ is the radial drift velocity of ions.
The mobility equation is

Vf =  " III.iii

The quantities and V̂ - can now be eliminated from Ill.i and
Ill.ii, giving

d ( 4 E ^ ) =  d i M  _ L  . Iii.iv
2TTe k

By assumption (c) in the main text put

\1/' =. g/t , (independent of r) ♦ IIl,v
2 tT6 k

Equation Ill.iv may now be integrated to give

F  =: 4- ;“  T ' ^   ̂ III.Vi

where ^ is a constant of integration. Nhen the current is zero this 
equation may be integrated again to give the familiar logarithmic 
voltage distribution (c.f. equation 3*7 in main text). To account for a.
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finite current appropriate boundary conditions must be applied to find (Zf,
the most widely accepted one being that a minimum field E * isr
required at the wire surface (r - r̂ ) for corona to be established there. 
This field is assumed to be independent of current.

Thus E -- H- Ÿ :>

giving j £  . 1 = _L (say), III, vii
'A "to

Equation Ill.vi then becomes

gW = 4-
i T  > Ill.viii

ct't 1 ■b'-X /
which upon integration yields the voltage distribution

H- ( 14. ( 1+ X") - cosher ' a Ill.ix

Suppose that the applied voltage is at the emitter (wire), positive
with respect to the outer cylinder, which is earthed, A positive space 
charge is then obtained, and substitution of this condition then gives, 
on re-arrangement,

v.x = (1 + x " i > v f -  (14 x f h  4 L / h h i x f :  A  3 1

where

If the current is so small that 
can be expanded to give

4-a

equation 3,1

III.x

or



 ̂G

which, by reference to equations 3*5 and 3*7 in the main text, can be 
expressed as

di. =  (.V^-Vj. ̂ TrVofe kg . iii.xi
dc R ,^Tï-47T?4.,

The range of voltage over which this equation is applicable is found by 
rewriting it as:

y  -  4 - v . ' & L  (y, - i ) ,

giving the condition X  I as

—  l ' \ * ^ l  • Ill.xii
i—-J. * O



Appendix IV

Constant radius heater; caloulation of ^
As stated in section 2,4*4» is found by the formation of

the variable X and the use of equation 3,6,
The basic current-voltage relationship is (equations 3*3 end

5.5):

y/ =  IV.i
(I- '/fvT R' y  '44

Suppose now that the critical wire surface field strength,
E^*, is dependent on local gas temperature and pressure such that

IV, ii

where E^ ^ is the critical field strength at atmospheric conditions
(note that E and E correspond to E"'̂' and E of section 2,3 and r o,r o
Appendix II),

Division of equation IV,i by the square of equation IV,ii now
gives

dl =  _2k- VKL-A' E f  fn ,Tf/T.) .
E*" 0 - VkT  ̂ I (►V .Ti/u)

IV.iii

Thus, for a local temperature T^ and known final temperature 
T^, \J/1 can be found in terras of , whence

. 3.2
\-

Now since the cylinder ratio p^ is knov/n, examination of equations 
IV,iii, 3*2 and 5*6 shows that 3*6 may be written

'*1 -  ('{) ’ IV.lv

which is solved by guessing a starting value and using the simple expression
being loiown that is a well-behaved function of X.
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Algol procedures used for solution of heating equations 
(ra,dial field heaters)

(i) Constant radius heater
Description of procedures.

The principal procedure is procedure "conlieat", which perform 
the integration of the temperature increments along the heater as 
described in section 2,4*4 of the main text. Three functions , "K"
and "E" are called by "conheat" to provide the dependence of breakdown 
field, mobility and starting field on pressure and temperature. In the 
examples E^ and E are given as being directly proportional to density,
while K is inversely proportional to density, A procedure "result",
one of the formal parameters of "conheat", provides current answers as 
required (e,g, local temperature, length, ), and the final answer at 
the required exit temperature. All parameters are dimensionless,

real procedure E^(atm,temp); value atm, temp; real atm, temp; E^:= atm/temp; 
real procedure K (at , tern) ; value at, tern; real at, tern; K ;« tern/ at ;
real procedure E (a,te); value a,te; real a,te; E « s/te;
procedure conheat (pt,dx,r,tf,n,Dl, result)
value pt,doc,r,t-f,n,Bl; real pt,dx,r,t*f,n,Bl; procedure result;

>mment pt is cylinder ratio, dx is increment of length, 
r is ratio of corona field to breakdovm field, t-f is requireo 
temperature ratio (output/input), n is the pressure in atmospheres,
B1 is a parameter (see equation 3,15), and "result" is the output
procedure providing, for example, temperature and length,depending 
on a counter;
comment brealcdown occurs at end of tube at temperature t ; 
real Xsqd,^npr,s,t,eta,S,Sl,tx,dt,Ef,DX; integer i,j; 
tx ;= 1,0; eta 0,4; S eta; i ;« 0; 6npr ;« 6n(pr);
Ef :« Em (n,tf); DX :« dx x B1 x Ef;
for i :» i + 1  while tx < tf do
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first iterate to find eta;
A; SI î= S;

Xsqd := l,0/((r x E(n, tx)x(l.0-l,0/p+)/E^(n,t ) )^ 2,0/eta-l,0) ;
s :« sqrt(l,0+Xsqd % pf x pt); t sqrt(l.O+Xsqd);
eta Xsqd x ((pt«l,0)/(s-t+^npiM-6n((l,O4-t)/(l,0i-s))))-t 2#0;
S t« eta;
if a’bs(l,0“S/si)> ^q“5 then goto A;
dt ;« DX X K(n,tx) x eta/(l#0~l,0/p^)* tx ;= tx -i- dt;
result (temp,length,counter);
j U

end;
result (temp,length,counter); 

end conheat y

(ii) Optimum shape heater 
Description,

The only difference between this procedure "optheat" and 
procedure "conheat" is that the cylinder ratio and radius are variable; 
thus the starting cylinder ratio p+S is used as a formal parameter 
instead of pi". The functional procedures E^,K and E are the same, 
while procedure "result" vri.ll provide the radius in addition to temperature 
and length,

procedure optheat (pts,dx,r,tf,n,D2, result)
value pt5 ,dx,r,tf ,n,B2; procedure result; real ptS,dx,r,tf ,n,B2; 
begin comment pis is starting cylinder ratio, dx is increment of length, 

r is ratio of corona to breakdown field, tf is required exit 
temperature, n is operating pressure in atmospheres, B2 is a 
parameter (equation 3,18), and ’result* is an output procedure 
providing, for example, length, temperature and radius; 
comment breakdown condition is maintained over whole length of heater; 
real Xsqd,^npr,s,t,eta,S,SI,tx,dt,pt,DX; integer i,j;
p+ ;= pt3; tx :« 1,0; eta 0,6; 8 :» eta; i := 0; DX := B2 x dx x E^(n,l 
for i i + 1 while tx < tf do



begin comment first iterate to find eta;
€npr := 6n(pr);

A: SI ;« 8;
Xsqd l«0/((r % E(n,tx)x(l,0-l,0/pryE^^(n,tx))^2,0/eta-l#0) ;
s :« sqrt(l,0+Xsqdxp1-^ 2#0) j t ;« sqrt(l.OtXsqd) ;
eta î“ Xsqd x((pi-«l)/(s-*t+^nprt'6n((lo0tt)/(l#0+s))))^ 2.0;
8 î“ eta; if abs(l,0-S/si)<io-5 then ^oto A;
dt s« K(n,-bc)xDXxetax(E^(n,tx) 2#0j tx :® tx + dt;
pr t«* prs X n/E^(n,tx);
result (temperature, radius, length, counter); j :« i;

end;
result (temperature, radius, length, counter); 

end op the at;



SüJTimazy of nomonolature of field strengths

Consider the diagrams depicting the two geometrical arrangements :

Axial field Radial field

nE,E
^ ‘ ÜLL»

CoUexJCo-i-

Although the field strengths referred to have all denoted a 
"breakdown condition in some form, that is, corona formation in one sense 
and spark "breakdoim. in another, none of them vn.ll in general "be identical 
with any other, since the concept of a "breakdovm field strength (see 
chapter 4) is inadeq.uate for the description of more than a restricted 
range of practical, situations# Thus the use of different suffices is 
necessary.

Axial fields
Current is assumed to flow when the field at the emitter plane

is E*î‘ for the purposes of the simplified analysis this field is assumed
to be proportional to density, and is thus v/ritten E'̂’ ~ nE^ vfhere n
is the pressure in atmospheres and E is the starting field ato, a
atmospheric conditions. It is assumed that the.temperature at the emitter 
is atmospheric.



C,/

At the colleotor the field E^, which ideally is greatest here
(by virtue of Poisson’s equation), is assumed to be at brealcdown point#
The brealcdown field is also assumed to be proportional to density, so
that E “ E, , where E, is the breakdovm field strength ato b,a 1 D,a
atmospheric conditions, and T^ is the exit temperature#

Typical approximate values of fields from the atmospheric 
experiments (Ref# l) are 2 kV/cm and 10 kV/cm for E^ ^ and E^ ^ 
respectively.

Radial fields
The critical field for .emission (at the v/ire) is E^*, which is

assumed to be a function of temperature and pressure, such that
E * ~ E #E(n,T /t ) where E is the normalised, or atmosphericr o,r ' ’  ̂ o o,r
value, and E is a dimensionless function of n and T (see section 2#4#4)»

The limiting condition for the radial field is not set by the 
collector field but by the breakdown voltage (see section 6#5)î the 
voltage/gap ratio at breakdovm, which is used as the criterion, is given 
approximately by (v_/r and is expressed as

1

where E.̂  ^ is the ratio at which breakdovm occurs at atmospheric 
conditions, and E^ is another dimensionless function of pressure and 
temperature #



Appendix VII

An approximate criterion for the applicability of the alternating 
voltage analysis

The requirement may he defined as the necessity that the mean 
time taken for an ion to cross the gap be veiy much smaller than the time 
taken for reversal of the voltage#

For direct voltage the time talcen for the ion to cross the gap

r"' r®' , rR'
b* — \ =  I JZdL —
’ \ vv i kE^

where T and n are the gas temperature and pressure respectively# Both 
are assumed to be independent of radius# Now make the pessimistic 
assumption that the field strength is every/rhere equal to (see
equation III#viii)# Thus

q. ^  r 'ck =  .vx(r,-^0 ,
^,1 ■ k.T LT

Putting « unity for simplicity this becomes

5 X R , ’ ,
k .X V

where V is the direct voltage# Now, considering an alternating voltage, 
and bear] ng in mind that most of the current passes when the voltage is 
near its peak value, an approximate mean time may be given as mean

fc; =  ^To R? ,
koTV/i

where V is the peak voltage# Now an ion liberated at the wire near the 3 ,time of peaic voltage has of a cycle to cross the gap before the field is 
reversed, that is a time * Thus the crri,terion becomes



n X
TT koT V, « 1

As an illustration, if the pealc voltage is close to the bre&dcclown
value and the frequency is 0̂ Hz this sets a limit on the tube radius
such that R «  600 cm., which is clearly satisfied with the present 

1apparatus.



VIII
Alternating voltage correction for radial field heater

As stated in section 2,4.,6 it is assumed that the supply voltage 
is sinusoidal so that sin<jt, where o is the angular frequency.
Since the complete analysis requires a numerical process, it will be 
useful to apply two simple approximations which will yield an indication
of the values of 'y ̂   ̂ to be expected.

Case 1.  ̂ “  Vp/Vi
Inspection of fig.(l) shows that this approximation to ny^ ̂  is fairly
close for values of of about 200 and above, which represent the upper 
limit of the range of p^ of practical interest.

For convenience write equation 4*2 as 
*2

where A is a constant.
The instantaneous power is

SPi =  Vi i-i =  A  Vi . 0̂  ,
and the energy absorbed over a quarter cycle is

VIII,ii

Division of W by the time Tt/2(J gives the mean pov/er, which divided 
by the ’'optimm'*power, AV^^, yields the result

VIII.iii

This function increases as expected with V^/V^ and is asymptotic to the 
value 4/3tt (» 0,425) as cio. It is shov/h plotted on fig.(4)*

Case ̂  =  I -  Vo / v p
Fig.(1 ) shows that this function gives an approximate lov/er bound of the 
family of curves of 'y ̂   ̂ versus V^/V^. A similar process to the 
last gives



VIII.iv
3tt \ V2

which is also shovm on fig,(4).
It may thus be expected from the above that the following exact 

calculation of 'y ̂   ̂ will give curves lying approximately between the 
above curves, for the practical range of p^.

Complete analysis
As indicated earlier the problem is to integrate the product 

of instantaneous current and voltage over a quarter wavelength,
^[Zuo

Thus W  ■=• I iV' ■
Now i^ and V^ are most conveniently expressed in terms of the 
dimensionless variable X (see equations $.1, 5,2 and 5*5)» eo that dt
must also be expressed in terms of X, The integral then becomes

where X is the value of X corresponding to the peak voltage V ,
The integrand is now evaluated term by term. From equation 4*1 in the 
main text it follows that

c<T _
«(V- wv^(\-ViVv^^y^ ‘

From equations 5,1 and 5*2 the instantaneous voltage is 

-which when differentiated with respect to X becomes

VIII.vi

VIII.vii

^  ( p ______!____ XfL-0
VIII, viii
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From equations 5.2 and 5*5 the instantaneous current is

^ . Zir&Lk (for a length L of duct)

-  ZireLk X  , VIII.ix

Now if is expressed by - V^/r^ 6n (from equation 5*7)» the
terms given by equations vi, vii, viii and ix can be collected to give

where a(x) = f — tt—  — — !— - — ..Xibzihl ) 
1 l+Cl+x^ Î'̂  l + O+vV'* 0+x’) v  )

 x V h - 0

How from the definition of *X a.c,
— W. 2(h "To)

Tr.2-tr&LkV,^
which gives

4. X-, / I VA
=  -Z2.I _ü 1 Jis I i j j ;  t - . . i  \,z /  v; \% i Ï n  A fX i^  A'.

where a (X) and y ^  ̂ are as above, and

'-vj |.,*x.'(i-'/K)'

Ylll.xi

Vlll.xii

the use of Vlll.xi and xii, and by the choice of suitable values of X
, 3and p^, the parameters 'y ̂   ̂ and V /V^ may be calculated and plotted8 0



against each other. Solutions obtained numerically for = 20, 40 and 
200 are shovm on fig, (4) for comparison with the simplified solution's 
above, As expected the computed solutions fall between the two 
approximate curves shown, and again have the upper limit of A/yî * The
Algol procedure used for the calculations As given in Appendix IX,



Appendix XX

Algol procedure for evaluation of ^  ̂ (see section 2.4*6)

Description of operation
Inspection of equation 4*3 shows that 'y ^  ̂ is a function of

X and p , as is 17 . , The procedure acE-Çf provides thisr ( Cl. c « ,
function by a numerical integration of equation 4*5> an analytical 
solution would be very difficult. An external procedure INTEGRATE is 
called, which uses Simpson’s rule to integrate a given function between 
prescribed limits to a given accuracy. The main body of the procedure 
consists of assignment statements designed to provide the integrand with 
the minimum of computational time. Since the integrand becomes infinite 
at the upper limit the integration is truncated at a value of X/X less 
than unity, and a correction term based on a simple expansion about X = X

8
is applied; it was, hov/ever, necessary to go to X = 0.999999X^ to obtain 
sufficient accuracy.

The formal parameters p, q, r of CLcEff correspond to X, p^ 
and the required accuracy.
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real procédure INTEGRATE (f,x,a,b,eps,h); value a,b,eps; real f,x,a,b,eps,h; 
comment integrates f(x) between limits a and b with accuracy eps, starting 

interval h;
real procedure acE-ff (PfGŷ *); value p,q,r; real p,q,r;
comment p is the parameter X, q is the cylinder ratio p^, r is accuracy required; 
begin real procedure g(x) ; value x; real x;

comment uses non local C2, qsqd, *6nq* Supplies variable part of integrand; 
begin c,d,s,tjv;,csqd;

A: d X  x x; s sqrt(l.O+dxqsqd) ; t sqrt(l,04-d) ;
c (•Gn((l.O+t)/(l.O+s))+S"t+^nq)/t; csqd c x c; w C2"csqd; 
if abs(w)<, q«8 then begin x x-io^é; goto A end; 
g := (x/t)4̂  3*0/sqrt(w)x(cxqsqd/(l,0+s)“o/(l#0+t)-osqd/t)

end g;
real qsqd,m,'6nq,v,u,C2,Cl,X,vi,ui,xi,ci,xis;
qsqs := q X q; m := p/20.0; -6nq := -dn(q); xi î= p. x 0*999999Î xis := xixxi 
vi := sqrt(l.O+xis) ; ui sqrt(l.O+qsqd x xis); v sqrt(l*0 4- p x p) ; 
u ;= sqrt(l*0 + qsqd x p x p) ; Cl s- (■6n((l.0+v)/(l.0+u) )+u-v+<6nq)/v;
02 ;« 01 X 01; ci (<6n((l*0*i-vi)/(l.0-mi)) + ui-vi + 6nq)/vi;
-acEff ;= INTEGRATE(g(x),X,0*0001,xi,r x 1*57,ra)x qsqd/cit5*0/
1.5707963268 X  (l.0-1.0/q)f 2*0 + ((xi/vi)d^ 2*0 + (p/v)̂ . 2*0)x(ci+0l)
X  qsqd x (l.O-l.O/q)^^ 2,0 x sqrt(2.0x(l.0-ci/0l))
/2.0 X  3.1415926536 X  011^3.0;

end acEff;



Appendix X

Development of heater

Since several unexpected difficulties arose which delayed, and 
finally curtailed, the testing of the heater, it is pertinent to describe 
its development in some detail.

X i The insulators
The original design incorporated four glazed ceramic insulators, 

which were fitted in pairs at each end of the heater tube (see figs# 8 and 
lO)# The spiders (fig. ll) locating the central (emitter) vriLre were 
mounted between each pair# The thickness of each insulator was 2.5 cm, 
which was thought to be sufficient to prevent surface tracking between the 
spider and earth on either side. This width was, during the high pressure 
tests, found to be inadequate, and an insulator at the upper end cracked 
owing to overheating caused by tracking# Replacements for the upper 
insulators were then made to similar dimensions of Sandanyo, with the 
central hole threaded to 3mm pitch to lengthen the tracking path (fig, lO), 
Since this material was hygroscopic the insulators were varnished in an 
attempt to seal them, but when tested they failed through the body at about 
40 kV. The wire location at the upper end was then completely redesigned 
with much longer possible tracking paths, and made of Tufnol (fig# 12) ; 
at the same time the insulation thickness at the lower end was doubled 
(fig. 13).

X ii Emitter development
The main factor affecting the choice of emitter were its diameter, 

surface texture and material. Several experiments were conducted at 
atmospheric pressure in order to establish the best combination#

The work of Uhlmann^^ and Uhlig^ had indicated the desirability 
of using a high cylinder ratio p^ in order to obtain a high breakdown 
field strength, by the formation of "steady burst pulse" corona (see 
section 5.5), However, the ratio necessary - about 4OO - could not be 
achieved because the outer diameter was predetermined by heater design



requirements (section 2#5)» and the wire had to he of sufficient diameter 
for mechanical strength and to withstand repeated sparking. In 
consequence the maximum ratio obtained was about 100, which meant that the 
corona was in the "streamer" phase (section 3*3)• Two attempts were 
made to overcome this limitation:
1. The wire was repl^aced by a 10 B.A. brass screw thread in order to 
achieve the required very high field strength on the peaks. This method 
failed as streamers quickly formed on small imperfections on the three,d, 
causing irregular current and premature spark breakdown.

2. The wire was heated in stages up to red heat (about 800^0), by passing 
through it an alternating current of up to 2A, RMS, and later (see below)
a direct cun?rent of up to 1.5A. The cylinder was at high potential, the 
wire earthed. It was hoped, by this means to create the "steady burst 
pulse" corona by the change in ion structure proposed by Uhlig^, which was 
a change from molecular or colloidal to atomic form. Although this mode 
of corona was shown by Herrastein (see section 3*5) to have different causes, 
a progressive suppression of streamers did talce place, both on visual and 
audible evidence. However, it was not possible to assess the effect on 
breakdown voltage, as oscillation of the wire which was present but not 
serious with the unheated wire reached an amplitude of half the gap at 1-gA, 
resulting in early breakdown. The wire heating experiments were stopped 
at this stage, largely because of the difficulty of arranging, within the 
pressure vessel, a power supply to the wire, which was at high potential.

Attention was then directed to the problem of wire oscillation, 
which it was thought might be aggravated by the greater forces involved in
the pressure vessel. The oscillation was only slightly reduced by the
change from a.c. to d.c. wire heating, and was not affected by variation 
of the wire tension or diameter. It was finally reduced to a small 
amplitude by the insertion of a P.T.F.E. spider upstream of the centre of
the tube, to act as a spacer (see fig. ll).

The materials used for the tests were Kanthal and nickel, there 
being no noticeable difference in performance between them. Platinum was 
used for some later tests, and showed a much greater resistance to fusing 
on sparking, owing to its higher melting point.
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Appendix XI

Determination of starting field strength and ion mobility from 
experimental results (radial field system)

Since the theory for the current-volta^^e relationship requires 
a knowledge of the quantities and k, it is useful to be able to
determine these experimentally instead of having to rely on published or 
assumed values.

The relationship may be written (see equations 3*5 and 3.5):

'tj =■  iz--- -

But is a function of the variable X, with the cylinder ratio as a
parameter (see equation 5*6), so that for a given p^, may be given
as a function of X. But since . 1 + l / x  (from equation 5.2)
it is preferable to plot * versus 1 4- l/X • The curve thus represents

%
Vt Vetsus E

Some curves for various values of p^ are shown in fig. 16.
Now the experimental variables measured are and i/L, p^ and 6 being
knovffi. Thus recalling the definition of (equation 3.5) if is possible 
to plot versus from experimental results,1 V —4.)
where k., and E * are "dummy" assumed values. If both theoretical I rj
and experimental curves are drawn on a logarithmic basis to eliminate 
effects of scale, the fit then gives the ratios between k , and k , and
between k and k , from which the desired true values k and

are determined directly. The latter can of course be checked
approximately by noting the voltage at which a very small current
(say 10 ua) was observed and calculating E * from the formula V « E *r *6np ,r o r o r



Appendix XII

Radial field pressure rise (see section 6.1.4)
Consider a cylindrical duct v/ith electrodes of radii R and r .1 oLet the charge density be expressed by

where p is the gas density and e is the electron charge.
Then the radial pressure gradient may be written

dk =. s pG). e M  . XII,i
Now from Poisson’s equation, (See Appendix III),

Also, from equations III.iv and III.v,

jé. (t e A  =• 4È.' E +  , xil.iii

Substitution of equations XII.ii and XII.iii into XII.i now gives, on 
Integration: p

=  K r  )
f.

giving â\> - ^  > XII.iv
or, from equation 3*5 in the main text,

A.b =  ^  . 'yj )
XII.V

where < 1.
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FIQ 5- G E N E R A L  VIEW OF APPARATUS (l)
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F I Ç  8  H E A T E R  A T T A C H M E N T  A N D  B O T T O M  P L A T E



Fiq q BOTTOM PLATE SHOWING ÇAS AND 
THERMOCOUPLE CONNECTIONS



 __- i -
Fie lO ORIÇINAL UPPER INSULATORS SHGWINÇ SPRUNG

CONNECTOR

F i q  11 WIRE EMITTER SHGWINÇ SPIDERS
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F i q  12 F I N A L  U P P E R  I N S U L A T O R S

Fiq 13 FINAL LOWER INSULATORS
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FOR SO ME  T Y P I C A L  C Y L I N D E R  R A T I O Sl O O
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TABI.Jü 1 Résulta of heating experiment!

i
m A

V
kV

iV
watt

AT m
gm/sec

. mOpAT 
joule/sec

nconvers ion 
efficiency

' Run 1 : Pressure = 2.9 atm.

3.20 23,0 73.6 37,0 18.0 0.58 10.45 0.142
6,50 21.0 136.4 '57.0 38.0 0.90 34,20 0.251

11,50 20.0 230.0 87 , 0 68.0 1.25 85 ;oo 0.570
6,10 17/3 105:0 58.0 39,0 0,58 22.60 0:215

4- Run 2 Î Pres S'-re = 5,4 atm,

12.00 20.0 240,0 106,0 87,0 1.25 108,90 0.453
3,60 18.0 64,9 47,0 28.0 0.76 21.20 0.332
2.00 18.0 36.0 37,5 18.5 0,98 18,10 0.504
3.20 17.4 55,7 39,5 20,5 1.40 28.70 0.515
3,10 17.5 54,2 40,8 21.8 1.10 24,00 0.442
3.20 17.3 55,4 44,0 25,0 0,85 21.20 0.384
3.10 17.3 53,6 46,5 27,5 0.58 15,90 0.298

Rr.n 3 : Pi'Gssure = 5,4 at'III -
1,63 26.0 42,4 33.0 14,0 0.92 12.90 0.504
4,80 19/3 93,6 50.2 31,2 0.95 29,60 0.317
2,72 16.8 45:7 37,’0 18.0 1.03 18.50 0:406
1.81 13/5 24,4 28.0 9,0 1.00 9,00 0.369


